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1 Introduction and summary of results
Over the last fifteen years a lot effort was invested in developing and applying holographic
dualities in a variety of directions. The prototype example, the AdS/CFT duality [1],
still remains to date the best understood case. In the current formulation of holography
the detailed structure of AdS gravity appears to be crucial and many of the properties of
Asymptotically AdS solutions are linked to properties of the dual QFT. Holographic duali-
ties with non-AdS asymptotics exist but they are either less developed or their holographic
dictionary can be linked to that of AdS. A prime example of such cases is that of the
dualities obtained by a decoupling limit of the non-conformal branes [2] whose holographic
dictionary (worked out in [3, 4]) can indeed be linked to that of AdS via generalized dimen-
sional reduction (a consistent reduction over a compact manifold followed by a continuation
in the dimension of the compactification manifold) [5].
In a recent work [6] we presented a map between a class of Asymptotically AdS space-
times and a class of Einstein solutions with zero cosmological constant, the AdS/Ricci-flat
correspondence. The correspondence was obtained via generalized dimensional reduction
and like the case of non-conformal branes one may wish to use it in order to understand
holography for Ricci-flat manifolds. This is an ambitious task that we plan to undertake
elsewhere. Here we will mostly focus on setting up the correspondence and explaining the
results announced in [6].
The AdS/Ricci-flat correspondence applies to a class of solutions of Einstein’s equa-
tions. In order to use this map we need to know the solutions for general dimensions.
On the AdS side, we are considering solutions of Einstein’s equations with a cosmological
constant Λ = −d(d− 1)/2`2 for the metric GMN in d+ 1 dimensions,
RMN = −d
`
GMN , (M,N = 0, . . . , d) , (1.1)
which are of the form
ds2Λ = dsˆ
2
p+2(r, x; d) + e
2φˆ(r,x;d)/(d−p−1)d~y2, (1.2)
where we label the coordinates as xM = {r, zµ}, (µ = 0, . . . , d − 1) and zµ = {xa, ~y}, (a =
0, . . . , p). The conformal boundary of the spacetime is at r = 0 and has coordinates zµ.
The coordinates ~y are coordinates on a (d−p−1)-torus. The metric is specified by a (p+2)-
dimensional metric gˆ(r, x; d) and a scalar field φˆ(r, x; d), where we explicitly indicate that
the metric and scalar field may depend on d.
On the Ricci-flat side, we are considering Ricci-flat solutions,
RAB = 0 , (A,B = 0, . . . , n+ p+ 2) (1.3)
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in D = n+ p+ 3 dimensions, which are the form
ds20 = e
2φ˜(r,x;n)/(n+p+1)
(
ds˜2p+2(r, x;n) + `
2dΩ2n+1
)
, (1.4)
where dΩ2n+1 is the metric of the unit round (n+1)-sphere. This solution is also determined
by a (p + 2)-dimensional metric g˜(r, x;n) and a scalar field φ˜(r, x;n), and (as in the AdS
case) we explicitly indicate that this metric and scalar field may depend on n.
The AdS/Ricci-flat correspondence is the statement that given a solution to Einstein’s
equations with a negative cosmological constant of the form (1.2), known as a function of d,
there is a Ricci-flat solution obtained by extracting gˆ and a scalar field φˆ from (1.2), setting
g˜(r, x;n) = gˆ(r, x;−n) ; φ˜(r, x;n) = φˆ(r, x;−n) , (1.5)
and then substituting in (1.4). Similarly, starting from a Ricci-flat solution (1.4) we may
obtain a solution to Einstein’s equations with a negative cosmological constant by n→ −d.
We emphasize that the map is local and does not depend on (1.2) being locally Asymptot-
ically AdS.
One may generalize this correspondence in a variety of ways. Firstly, one may replace
the torus by any (d − p − 1)-dimensional compact Ricci-flat manifold X in (1.2) and the
sphere by any (n+ 1)-dimensional compact Einstein manifold X˜ of constant positive cur-
vature in (1.4). Secondly, by changing the Einstein manifolds X and X˜ to have positive,
negative or zero constant curvature one may arrange for similar correspondences between
Asymptotically AdS solutions, Asymptotically de Sitter solutions and Ricci-flat solutions.
All these cases are obtained by showing that the reduction over the compact manifold
keeping only the (p+2) metric and the scalar parametrizing the overall size of the compact
manifold is a consistent truncation, the resulting (p+ 2)-dimensional actions contain d and
n only as a parameter and the two actions are mapped to each other by d ↔ −n. As a
generalization to cases where (1.2) is not locally Asymptotically AdS and has a degener-
ate boundary metric, one could consider solvmanifolds [7, 8] with an Rd−p−1 subspace.1
Further generalizations are possible by considering more general consistent truncations,
see [11, 12] for related work, or starting from gravity coupled to matter and then consider
similar reductions, see [13, 14] for related work.
In this paper we will focus on the simplest case described by (1.2) and (1.4) and dis-
cuss a number of examples and applications. Asymptotically locally AdS spacetimes in
(d+1)-dimensions are characterized by a boundary conformal structure [g(0)], i.e. a bound-
ary metric g(0) up to Weyl transformations, and by a conserved d-dimensional symmetric
tensor Tij with its trace determined by the boundary conformal structure. In AdS/CFT
correspondence, g(0) plays the role of the source of the stress energy tensor of the dual
QFT and Tij is its expectation value [15]. The Ansatz (1.2) implies that we are considering
Asymptotically locally AdS spacetimes with the (d-dimensional) boundary metric having
at least a U(1)d−p−1 isometry. Modulo this restriction, g(0) can be arbitrary which is es-
sential for extracting the implication of this correspondence for Ricci-flat holography. In
1See [9, 10] for work on holography on particular solvmanifolds/manifolds with a degenerate boundary
metric.
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this paper however we will restrict our attention to g(0) being flat leaving a more general
analysis for subsequent work. With this restriction the holographic dual of the bulk AdS
solutions we consider is a QFT on Minkp+1 × T d−p−1 on non-trivial states characterized
by the vacuum expectation value of the energy momentum tensor.
We will now discuss in some detail the two simplest cases, namely AdS and AdS
with a small excitation, as this illustrates many of the salient issues of the correspondence
while keeping the technicalities to a minimum. The simplest case is to have a CFT on
Minkp+1 × T d−p−1 on its vacuum. The corresponding bulk solution is Anti-de Sitter with
(d− p− 1) boundary coordinates compactified on a torus,
ds2Λ =
`2
r2
(
dr2 + ηabdx
adxb + d~y2
)
. (1.6)
Matching with (1.2) we find
dsˆ2p+2(r, x; d) =
`2
r2
(
dr2 + ηabdx
adxb
)
; φˆ(r, x; d) = (p+ 1− d) log r
`
, (1.7)
and applying (1.5) gives
ds˜2p+2(r, x;n) =
`2
r2
(
dr2 + ηabdx
adxb
)
; φ˜(r, x;n) = (p+ 1 + n) log
r
`
. (1.8)
Substituting in (1.4), we obtain
ds20 = (dr
2 + r2dΩ2n+1) + ηabdx
adxb , (1.9)
which is simply D-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. On the AdS side, we fixed ηab as the
boundary condition for the metric on (the noncompact part of) the boundary. This maps
on the Ricci-flat side to a metric on a p-brane located at r = 0, the origin in transverse
space. The radial direction in AdS becomes the transverse distance from the p-brane.
Let us briefly comment on symmetries. Prior to compactification on T d−p−1, the isom-
etry group of (1.6) is the conformal group in d dimensions. In particular this involves
dilatations and special conformal transformations, whose infinitesimal action on xM is
given respectively by
δλx
M = λxM and δbz
µ = bµz2 − 2zµ(z · b) + r2bµ, δbr = −2(z · b)r , (1.10)
where z2 = zµzνηµν and z · b = zµbνηµν . Compactifying the y coordinates breaks both of
these symmetries: the theory obtained by reduction over the torus is not conformal any-
more. It still has a generalized conformal stucture, which controls some of its properties,
see [4]. In the current context, after we reduce over the torus, the relevant fields are the
metric gˆ and the scalar field φˆ. Then the transformations
δλx
a = λxa, δλr = λr and δbx
a = bax2 − 2xa(x · b) + r2ba, δbr = −2(x · b)r ,
(1.11)
where x2 = xaxbηab and x · b = xabbηab, are isometries of the metric gˆ, but the scalar field
φˆ transforms non-trivially,
δλφˆ = (p+ 1− d)λ ; δbφˆ = −2(p+ 1− d)(x · b) . (1.12)
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While (1.11) is not a symmetry, it is a solution-generating transformation: one can explic-
itly check that the field equations are solved by (gˆ, φˆ+ δφˆ).
Let us now see how these transformations act on the Ricci-flat side. Under (1.11) the
metric transforms as
δg0AB = 2σ(x)g0AB (1.13)
where σ = λ for dilatations and σ = −2(x·b) for special conformal transformations. In other
words, this is a specific conformal transformation of the D-dimensional Ricci-flat metric.
In general a Ricci-flat metric does not remain Ricci-flat after a conformal transformation,
but for the transformation discussed here this turns out to be the case. Indeed, recall that
under a Weyl transformation the Ricci tensor transforms as
δRAB = −(D − 2)∇A∇Bσ − gABσ (1.14)
and since σ is either constant (dilatations) or linear in x (special conformal transforma-
tions) the resulting metric is still Ricci-flat. In other words, while (1.11) is not an isometry
of (1.9), it is a conformal isometry that preserves the Ricci-flat condition, i.e. it is a solution-
generating transformation.
The next simplest case to consider is to add an excitation on AdS. This is achieved
by adding a normalizable perturbation and, in Fefferman-Graham (FG) gauge with a flat
boundary metric, the bulk metric reads [15]
ds2Λ =
dρ2
4ρ2
+
1
ρ
(
ηµν + ρ
d
2 g(d)µν + · · ·
)
dzµdzν , (1.15)
where we set the AdS radius ` = 1. The coefficient g(d)µν is related to the expectation
value of the dual stress energy tensor [15],
Tµν =
d
16piGd+1
g(d)µν (1.16)
(Gd+1 is Newton’s constant), which satisfies
∂µTµν = 0 , T
µ
µ = 0 , (1.17)
as a consequence of the gravitational field equations [15, 16]. These reflect the fact that
the dual theory is conformal.
Compactifying on a (d−p−1) torus, the metric gˆ and the scalar field φˆ can be extracted
from equation (1.2):
dsˆ2 =
dρ2
4ρ2
+
1
ρ2
(
ηab+ρ
d
2 (gˆ(d)ab+ρgˆ(d+2)ab+ . . .)
)
dxadxb,
φˆ =
1
2
(p+ 1− d) ln ρ+ ρ d2 φˆ(d) + ρ
d
2
+1φˆ(d+2) + . . . (1.18)
Note that now both the scalar field and the (p + 2)-metric depend explicitly on d. The
displayed coefficients are related to the expectation values of the stress energy tensor Tˆab
and of the scalar operator Oˆφ of the (p+ 2)-dimensional theory [5]:
Tˆab =
d
16piGp+2
gˆ(d)ab , Oˆφ = −
d(d− p− 1)
32piGp+2
φˆ(d) , (1.19)
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while
gˆ(d+2)ab = −
1
2d(d+ 2)
gˆ(d)ab , φˆ(d+2) = −
1
2d(d+ 2)
φˆ(d) , (1.20)
and Gp+2 = Gd+1/vol(T ) is the (p + 2)-dimensional Newton’s constant and vol(T ) is the
volume of the torus. The stress energy tensor satisfies the expected trace and diffeomor-
phism Ward identities
∂aTˆab = 0 , Tˆ
a
a = (d− p− 1)Oˆφ . (1.21)
Note that the stress energy tensor is not traceless anymore, reflecting the fact that the
compactification breaks dilatations and special conformal transformations.
We can now apply the AdS/Ricci-flat correspondence and, to further simplify the
presentation, we will consider a linearized perturbation only, i.e. we will linearize in the
strength of the perturbation. The corresponding Ricci-flat solution is then (setting ρ = r2):
ds20 = (ηAB + hAB + . . . )dx
AdxB
=
(
1− 16piGp+2
n rn
(
1 +
r2
2(n− 2)x
)
Oˆφ(x;n)
)(
dr2 + ηabdx
adxb + r2dΩ2n+1
)
− 16piGp+2
n rn
(
1 +
r2
2(n− 2)x
)
Tˆab(x;n)dx
adxb + . . . , (1.22)
where xA areD-dimensional coordinates, x is the Laplacian along the brane, and Oˆφ(x;n),
Tˆab(x;n) indicate Oˆφ(x), Tˆab(x) with d = −n.
In AdS the holographic stress energy tensor appears at order rd in the asymptotic
expansion near infinity. Higher order coefficients contain additional derivatives relative
to the stress energy tensor (see (1.20)) and vanish faster as we approach the conformal
boundary (see (1.18)). Moving to the Ricci-flat side, the map d → −n implies that the
holographic stress energy tensor appears at order 1/rn, and now this term vanishes as
r → ∞, i.e. near infinity in Minkowski spacetime. This is precisely the order where one
expects to find the ADM energy due to a p-brane located at r = 0. Indeed, defining
h¯AB = hAB − 12hCC ηAB, where hAB is given in (1.22), we find that h¯AB satisfies
h¯AB = 16piGp+2Ωn+1δ aA δ bB Tˆab(x;n)δn+2(r) (1.23)
through second order terms in (boundary) derivatives. Comparing with the linearized
Einstein’s equations we conclude that the holographic stress energy tensor takes a new
meaning: it is (proportional to) minus the stress energy tensor due to a p-brane located at
r = 0 that sources the linearized gravitational field hAB.
Note however that while in AdS the higher order terms vanish faster than the lead-
ing order term as we approach the conformal boundary, the corresponding terms in (1.22)
vanish slower as r → ∞. This means that if we start from an AdS solution containing a
sufficiently high number of subleading terms the corresponding Ricci-flat solution would
now contain terms that blow up as r →∞. Higher order terms, however, contain additional
derivatives (along boundary directions) relative to lower order terms and are subleading in
a derivative expansion.
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In AdS/CFT the standard observables are correlation functions of local operators of
the dual QFT. These are computed gravitationally by finding regular solutions of the bulk
field equations satisfying appropriate Dirichlet boundary conditions. While a complete
analysis of the map of these observables is left for future work, we do analyze a specific
case of the computation of a 2-point function. The map in this case is canonical in the
sense that the regular solution that yields the 2-point correlator is mapped on the Ricci-flat
side to the solution with the expected fall-off in the radial coordinate, see section 2.2.1.
Another interesting case to consider is to have a thermal state on the boundary, which
corresponds to a black hole in AdS. The planar AdS black brane reads,
ds2Λ =
1
r2
(−f(r)dτ2 + d~x2 + d~y2) + dr
2
r2f(r)
, (1.24)
where xa = {τ, ~x}, the ~y coordinates parametrize a torus, as before, and f(r) = 1− rd/bd.
Applying the map, we obtain
ds20 = −f(r)dτ2 +
dr2
f(r)
+ r2dΩ2n+1 + d~x
2, (1.25)
where f(r) = 1 − (b/r)n, i.e. the Schwarzschild black p-brane. A special case is when
there is no sphere, i.e. n = −1. In this case, a further change of coordinates to (t =
τ/b+ log f(r), r = b2f(r)), shows that the metric describes Minkowski spacetime in ingo-
ing Rindler coordinates,
ds20 = −rdt2 + 2drdt+ d~x2. (1.26)
One can now use the AdS/Ricci-flat map and the AdS/CFT duality to extract some of
the basic properties of the Ricci-flat solutions. Recall that the AdS black branes are dual
to a conformal ideal fluid, with equation of state that follows from (1.17)
ε = (d− 1)P (1.27)
where ε and P are the energy and pressure densities. Applying the AdS/Ricci-flat map we
find,
ε˜ = −(n+ 1)P˜ , c2s =
∂P˜
∂ε˜
= − 1
n+ 1
, (1.28)
where ε˜ and P˜ are the ADM energy and pressure densities. When n = −1, we find that
ε˜ = 0, which is indeed the energy density of the Rindler fluid [17], while when n ≥ 1 the
speed of sound cs is imaginary and there is an instability for the sound modes. This is
precisely [18] the Gregory-Laflamme (GL) instability [19, 20].
In QFT, the long-wavelength behavior close to thermal equilibrium is described by
hydrodynamics. In AdS/CFT there are bulk solutions describing holographically this hy-
drodynamic regime in a derivative expansion [21, 22]. Applying the AdS/Ricci-flat to these
solutions when n ≥ 1 leads to solutions describing the nonlinear evolution of the GL insta-
bility to second order in gradients, which we will present in detail here. In [6] we linearized
these solutions (in the amplitude of perturbations) and obtained the dispersion relation of
the GL unstable modes to cubic order in the wavenumber of the perturbation, generalizing
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the quadratic approximation in [23]. This dispersion relation agrees remarkably well with
numerical data [24] all the way up to the threshold mode, when n is sufficiently large.
When n = −1 the AdS hydrodynamic solutions [21, 22] map exactly to the hydrody-
namic solutions of the Rindler fluid [17, 25–27]. In particular, the AdS boundary maps to
the position of the accelerated observer, which is precisely where boundary conditions were
imposed in [17, 25–27]. The first and second order transport coefficients are also linked by
the map, as well as the position of the horizons and the entropy currents.
It is well known that on the AdS side the structure of the hydrodynamic expansion is
organized by the Weyl invariance of the dual CFT [28]. The AdS/Ricci-flat map implies
that the hydrodynamic solutions on the Ricci-flat side are also organized similarly, due to
the generalized conformal structure mentioned earlier.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2.1, we go through the derivation of
the map, relegating technical details to appendix A. We comment on the implications for
holography in section 2.2 and in particular on 2-point correlation functions in 2.2.1. Some
generalizations of the map are presented in 2.3. Throughout section 3, we work in the
hydrodynamic limit, starting from the fluids/gravity metrics in 3.1 and mapping them to
asymptotically flat, second-order in viscous corrections metrics in 3.2. In 3.3, we examine
the entropy current, and 3.4 derives the Gregory-Laflamme dispersion relation to cubic
order in momentum. Section 3.5 deals with the regularization of the n = 1, 2 cases. Many
technical details are relegated in the appendices. Section 4 studies the limit of vanishing
sphere and Rindler hydrodynamics, and finally we conclude in 5.
2 AdS/Ricci-flat correspondence
2.1 Derivation of the map
In this section we derive the AdS/Ricci-flat map. Let us start from the AdS-Einstein action
in d+ 1 dimensions:
SΛ =
1
16piGd+1
∫
M
dd+1x
√−g [R− 2Λ] , (2.1)
where Λ = −d(d−1)/2`2. This theory can be consistently reduced to a (p+2)-dimensional
theory using the reduction Ansatz (1.2). The proof of this consists of showing that the field
equations of (2.1) evaluated on the reduction Ansatz (1.2) lead to equations for gˆ and φˆ
which can be obtained as the field equations of the (p+ 2)-dimensional theory with action
Sˆ =
1
16piGp+2
∫
M
dp+2x
√
−gˆeφ
[
Rˆ+
d− p− 2
d− p− 1
(
∂φˆ
)2 − 2Λ] , (2.2)
where Gp+2 = Gd+1/vol(T
p−d−1). In particular, this implies that all solutions of (2.2) up-
lift to solutions (2.1). We relegate the details (which follow closely the discussion in [11])
to appendix A.
Alternatively, we can start from Einstein gravity in D = p+ n+ 3 dimensions,
S0 =
1
16piGp+n+3
∫
M
dp+n+3x
√−gR (2.3)
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and consider the reduction Ansatz (1.4). As we show in the appendix A, this reduction is
also consistent, leading to the following (p+ 2)-dimensional theory,
S˜ =
1
16piG˜p+2
∫
M
dp+2x
√
−g˜eφ˜
[
R˜+
n+ p+ 2
n+ p+ 1
(
∂φ˜
)2
+ R˜n+1
]
, (2.4)
where R˜n+1 = n(n+ 1)/`
2 is the curvature scalar of a (n+ 1)-dimensional sphere of radius
` (the compactification manifold in (1.4)) and G˜p+2 = Gn+p+3/(`
n+1Ωn+1) (Ωn+1 is the
volume of the unit radius (n+ 1) sphere).
In both actions, (2.2) and (2.4), the parameters d and n (related to the number of
reduced dimensions) appear only in the coefficients of the various terms. Thus, both d and
n may be analytically continued to any value provided the effective actions remain well-
defined, i.e. the coefficients of all terms remain bounded and satisfy appropriate conditions
(for example, the coefficient of the kinetic term is positive etc.). Such a reduction, which
is both consistent and analytically continuable in the number of reduced dimensions, has
been called generalized, [5, 11, 13]. Note also that we end up in the so-called dual frame,2
which is very useful for holographic applications as the reduced holographic dictionary is
very easily derived, [5].
Inspection of (2.2), (2.4) shows that they are related by
d = −n ; g˜(r, x;n) = gˆ(r, x; d = −n) ; φ˜(r, x;n) = φˆ(r, x; d = −n) . (2.5)
This then provides a derivation of the AdS/Ricci-flat correspondence. Note that without
loss of generality we can set Gp+2 = G˜p+2 (this just a choice of units) and we will do so
throughout this paper.
2.2 Towards holography
In this subsection we make a few comments about setting up holography using the corre-
spondence.
Let us first briefly recall the holographic setup for Asymptotically AdS spacetimes. It
is well-known that one may always bring Asymptotically AdS solutions to a Fefferman-
Graham form, at least in a small enough neighbourhood of the conformal boundary,
ds2Λ
`2
=
dρ2
4ρ2
+
1
ρ
gµν(ρ, z
λ)dzµdzν ,
g(ρ, z) = g(0)(z) + ρg(2)(z) + . . .+ ρ
d/2
(
g(d)(z) + h(d)(z) log ρ
)
+ . . . , (2.6)
where ρ is a radial bulk coordinate parametrizing geodesics orthogonal to the boundary,
while g(0)(z) is the boundary metric (more properly a representative of the boundary con-
formal structure). g(0) is also the source for the stress energy tensor Tµν of the dual theory,
and as such it must be unconstrained if we are to extract holographically the QFT data,
namely the correlation functions of Tµν . The subleading metric coefficients g(2), etc., are
locally related to g(0), and this holds until order d, where only the divergence and the trace
2Recent developments in cosmology call it the Galileon frame [29, 30] and it may be useful to extend
the AdS/Ricci-flat map in presence of higher-derivative terms.
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of g(d) are fixed. g(d) itself is related to the holographic stress-tensor [15]. Subsequent
orders are determined from the field equations and involve both g(0) and g(d) (we give some
of these terms in appendix F). The logarithmic contribution h(d) appears only for even d,
and it is the metric variation of the conformal anomaly [15, 16].
Correlation functions of the stress energy tensor can be obtained by functionally differ-
entiating g(d) with respect to g(0). In practice, the relation between g(d) and g(0) is obtained
perturbatively by expanding around a background solution, with linearized fluctuations giv-
ing 2-point functions, quadratic fluctuations 3-point functions, etc. and requiring regularity
in the interior.
In this paper we restrict ourselves to the case of a flat boundary metric g(0)µν = ηµν
(with notable exception the next subsection). This means we can only discuss 1-point
functions (apart from the next subsection, where we discuss 2-point functions). This also
implies that all coefficients g(k) with 0 < k < d are identically zero, and so is the logarith-
mic term h(d). In that case, extracting the holographic stress-tensor is particularly easy —
the formula is given in (1.16).
Let us now review the holographic dictionary for the dilatonic theory (2.2). From the
perspective of the (p+2)-dimensional theory we have a metric gˆ which is dual to the stress
energy tensor Tˆab and a scalar field φˆ which is dual to a scalar operator Oˆφ. The scalar
operator is essentially the Lagrangian of the dual theory [4]. The holographic dictionary can
be worked out from first principles using the standard procedure (analyzing the structure of
the asymptotic solutions of the field equations of (2.2) etc.) and it has indeed been obtained
in this way in [3, 4]. However, thanks to the generalized dimensional reduction, all this
information can be simply obtained by reducing the corresponding AdS expressions [5].
This leads to the results we reviewed in the introduction, equations (1.18)–(1.21).
The AdS/Ricci-flat correspondence may be used now to obtain a Ricci-flat solution
corresponding to (2.6). After linearizing in g(d) and keeping terms with up to two bound-
ary derivatives, the explicit form of the solution is given in (1.22). We would now like
to understand where the AdS holographic data sit in this solution. As discussed in the
introduction the choice of a boundary metric translates on the Ricci-flat side to the choice
of a metric on the p-brane. Indeed, asymptotically the metric (1.22) is a Ricci-flat p-brane.
The second piece of holographic data, the holographic stress energy tensor, appears now
at the order where one expects to find the ADM energy due to a p-brane located at r = 0.
To make this more precise, let us consider the combination3
h¯AB = hAB− h
C
C
2
ηAB = −δaAδbB
16piGp+2 `
n+1
n rn
(
Tˆab(x;n) +
r2
2(n− 2)xTˆab(x;n)
)
, (2.7)
where hCC = η
CDhAB. Recall that AdS compactified on a torus was mapped to Minkowski
spacetime in p-brane coordinates, (1.9); xa are now the coordinates along the p-brane and
r is the distance transverse to it. Correspondingly, the Laplacian splits into a Laplacian
along the brane, x, and a Laplacian along the transverse space ⊥,  = x +⊥. It is
3To check this one may use (1.21) with d = −n.
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now straightforward to show that h¯AB satisfies
h¯AB = [x +⊥] h¯AB = 16piGp+n+3 δaAδbBTˆab(x;n)δn+2(r) (2.8)
to second order in derivatives along the brane (that is, up to terms like xxTˆab(x)), and
zero for the other components. Here we used Gp+n+3 = Gp+2Ωn+1`
n+1 (see the discussion
below (2.4)) and ⊥(1/rn) = −nΩn+1δn+2(r). Note that for this result to hold the precise
coefficient of the subleading term g(d+2) in the Fefferman-Graham expansion plays a crucial
role, otherwise the terms with xTˆab(x) would not cancel.
Now recall that the linearized Einstein equations in flat space read
h¯AB = −16piGp+n+3T˜AB, (2.9)
which implies the identification,
T˜ab = δ
A
a δ
B
b T˜AB = −Tˆab(x;n) δn+2(r) . (2.10)
In other words, the linearized perturbations are sourced by the stress tensor T˜ab sitting
at r = 0 and localized along the brane directions. As it will become apparent when we
discuss examples in later sections, the minus sign in the definition of T˜ab, combined with
additional signs coming from d → −n, ensures that the energy density is positive and is
also consistent with the results in [23]. Note also that T˜ab is conserved, thanks to (1.21).
Terms proportional to Oˆφ still appear in the metric (1.22), but there is no longer any
bulk scalar. During the oxydation from p+ 2 to n+ p+ 3 dimensions, we pulled it back in
the metric as an overall scale factor — Oˆφ is the coefficient of the 1/rn fall-off of the scale
factor. A non-zero value of Oˆφ now implies (via (1.21)) that the matter that sources hAB
is not conformal.
There are two further remarks about (1.22). First, it is clear that if one includes sub-
leading terms containing more derivatives, this will eventually destroy the asymptotics at
finite n. Each extra derivative comes accompanied by a unit increase of its scaling with
r, such that for enough extra derivatives, this power becomes positive and diverges when
r → ∞. When that happens, the metric is still Ricci-flat, but it no longer asymptotes
to the p-brane. Second, we have restricted to flat boundaries: it is straightforward to see
that the same kind of issues will arise for curved boundaries, unless the parent Fefferman-
Graham expansion truncates.4 To address this issue one needs exact solutions and we will
discuss this in the next subsection. Another way to proceed is to truncate the derivative
expansion. This is precisely what happens in the hydrodynamic regime and we will discuss
this in detail in section 3.
2.2.1 Correlation functions
In the previous subsection we discussed how the AdS/Ricci-flat correspondence acts on the
asymptotic part of an asymptotically AdS solution and on the corresponding holographic
4Such a truncation occurs if the bulk metric is conformally flat or the boundary metric is conformally
Einstein [15, 31].
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data. In particular, we saw that (within a linearized and boundary derivative expansion)
the 1-point function for the holographic stress energy tensor Tab maps to the stress energy
tensor due to a p-brane localized in the interior of an asymptotically flat spacetime (with
p-brane boundary conditions). In this subsection we would like to discuss the map of the
2-point function of Tab.
Let us briefly recall how we compute correlation functions in gauge/gravity duality.
We start from a background solution with holographic data (gB(0)µν , g
B
(d)µν) and then turn on
a source h(0)µν perturbatively, i.e. we consider solutions satisfying the boundary condition
g(0)µν = g
B
(0)µν + h(0)µν . (2.11)
Solving Einstein’s equations perturbatively in h(0) and imposing regularity in the interior
leads to a unique solution from which one can extract g(d)µν ,
g(d)µν = g
B
(d)µν + Tµνµ1ν1hµ1ν1(0) +
1
2
Tµνµ1ν1µ2ν2hµ1ν1(0) hµ2ν2(0) + · · · (2.12)
where the dots indicate higher order terms in h(0). It then follows from (1.16) that up to
numerical factors, Tµνµ1ν1 is the 2-point function of Tµν , Tµνµ1ν1µ2ν2 is the 3-point function,
etc. It also follows from this analysis that if we want to compute 2-point functions it suffices
to linearize around the background solution. Then the 2-point function is extracted from
the asymptotics of the (regular) linearized solution hµν :
hµν =
1
r2
hµ1ν1(0)
(
gB(0)µµ1g
B
(0)νν1
+ · · ·+ rdTµνµ1ν1 + · · ·
)
. (2.13)
We will now discuss this in the simplest possible setup relevant for us, namely we will
consider as a background solution AdS on T d−p−1, (1.6). In this case the fluctuations should
preserve the symmetries of the torus. Furthermore, we will focus on the fluctuations that do
not depend on the torus, are in the radial axial gauge hrM = 0 and are transverse-traceless
in the boundary (p+ 1) directions,
hab(k, r) = h(0)ab(k)ϕΛ(k, r) , η
abh(0)ab = k
ah(0)ab = 0 , (2.14)
where we Fourier transformed over the non-compact boundary directions xa, with ka be-
ing the corresponding momentum. This corresponds to computing the transverse-traceless
part of the 2-point function of Tab of the QFT dual to the dilatonic theory (2.2). This
computation was done in section 7 of [4] (where the entire set of 2-point functions was
computed) by considering fluctuations in the reduced (p + 2)-dimensional theory and we
borrow from there the relevant results. The fluctuation equation reduces to the equation
(see (7.23) of [4] and use ρ = r2):
r2ϕ′′Λ + (1− d)rϕ′Λ − r2k2ϕΛ = 0 , (2.15)
where the prime indicates the derivative with respect to r. This is actually the same
equation as that satisfied by a massless scalar in AdSd+1 :
0 = AdSϕΛ − r2k2ϕΛ = rd+1∂r(r1−d∂rϕΛ)− r2k2ϕΛ . (2.16)
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Indeed, the generalized dimensional reduction implies that the transverse traceless fluctu-
ation of the p+2 theory are inherited from those of the parent d+1 AdS gravity (and as is
well known the transverse traceless fluctuations of that theory are governed by a massless
scalar).
The general solution of (2.15) that is regular in the interior and approaches 1 as r → 0 is
ϕΛ(k, r) =
1
2d/2−1Γ(d/2)
(kr)d/2Kd/2(kr) . (2.17)
The asymptotic expansion of linearized solution when d is not even is then
hab(r, k) =h(0)ab(k)
[(
1− 1
2(d− 2)k
2r2 +O(k4r4)
)
+
Γ(−d/2)
Γ(d/2)
(
k
2
)d(
rd +
1
2(d+ 2)
k2rd+2 +O(k4r4)
)]
. (2.18)
The coefficient of the rd term, kd, is essentially the 2-point function.5
We now want to apply the AdS/Ricci-flat correspondence. Letting d → −n in (2.15)
we find that the equation now becomes
0 = r2ϕ′′0 + (1 + n)rϕ
′
0 − r2k2ϕ0 = r2
(
1
rn+1
∂r(r
n+1∂r)ϕ0 − k2ϕ0
)
= r2(n+2 − k2)ϕ0 .
(2.19)
This is precisely the equation for a massless field in flat (n+ 2) dimensions with metric
ds2n+2 = dr
2 + r2dΩ2n+1 . (2.20)
A short computation shows that a perturbation of (1.9) that is a transverse traceless
perturbation along the p-brane and an S-mode in the transverse directions is given by
hab(k, r) = h(0)ab(k)ϕ0(k, r) , η
abh(0)ab = 0, k
ah(0)ab = 0 . (2.21)
So indeed the equation for transverse traceless mode of AdS on a torus is mapped to a
corresponding equation in Minkowski.
Let us now act with the map on the regular solution (2.17). The corresponding solution
is
ϕ0(k, r) = ϕ(0)0(k)
Kn/2(kr)
(kr)n/2
, (2.22)
where we used K−ν = Kν and we kept free the overall normalization ϕ(0)0(k) (this factor
can be absorbed in h(0)ab(k)). This solution falls off exponentially fast as kr →∞, so the
perturbation is asymptotically flat in the directions transverse to the p-brane. The second
solution of (2.19) which is linearly independent is In/2(kr)/(kr)
n/2. This solution blows up
at infinity. So we see that the regularity of the solution in AdS (which is what selected the
K Bessel function) is linked with the Ricci-flat perturbation being asymptotically flat.
5When d is an even integer, the asymptotic expansion now contains a logarithmic term, (rk)d log(rk),
and the 2-point function is now proportional to kd log k.
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Let us now consider the behavior for kr → 0. The solution (2.17) diverges as 1/rn in
this limit, but this is precisely what is expected. Recall that n+21/rn ∼ δn+2(r) so the
singularity at r = 0 is just a reflection of the fact that there is a source term localized at
the position of the brane at r = 0, confirming what we found earlier in (2.10).
Finally, let us now address an issue we raised in the previous subsection. There we
noticed that subleading terms in the Fefferman-Graham expansion may become leading
after the AdS/Ricci-flat map. Indeed, when n = 2, corresponding to d = −2, the subleading
term of order rd+2 in (2.18) becomes of the same order as the source term and more
subleading terms would appear to lead to a solution that blows up as r → ∞ on the
Ricci-flat side. In the case at hand, we know the exact solution so the d = −2 case maps to
ϕ0(k, r;n = 2) = ϕ0(k)
K1(kr)
kr
(2.23)
This falls off exponentially as kr →∞ so the subleading terms in (2.18) do not cause any
problem: (at least in this example) one may safely truncate the series at order rd and apply
the map. In later sections we will indeed truncate the series in a similar fashion using a
low energy expansion and one may expect that the corresponding hydrodynamic solutions
will correctly capture the long distance and long wavelength behavior of exact solutions.
2.3 Generalizations
There is a natural generalization of the AdS/Ricci-flat correspondence that we discuss in
this section. The new correspondence connects pairs of Einstein metrics with cosmologi-
cal constant either positive, negative or zero. All possible combinations are allowed, i.e.
AdS/AdS, AdS/dS, AdS/Ricci-flat, Ricci-flat/Ricci-flat etc., although in some cases the
map may be trivial.
Recall that an Einstein metric g of cosmological constant Λ in d+1 dimensions satisfies
the equation
RMN = −σ d
`2
gAB ; Λ = σ
d(d1)
`2
≡ σ|Λ| , (2.24)
where σ = {+,−, 0} specifies whether we have positive, negative or zero cosmological
constant and ` is the (A)dS radius.
On the one side of the correspondence we have a solution of (d+1)-dimensional Einstein
gravity with cosmological constant Λ of the form:
ds2Λ = dsˆ
2
p+2(r, x; d) + e
2φˆ(r,x;d)/(d−p−1)dX2d−p−1 , (2.25)
where dX2d−p−1 is the metric of the compact Euclidean Einstein manifold X
d−p−1 of cur-
vature Rd−p−1 .
On the other side, we have a solution of (n+ p+ 3)-dimensional Einstein gravity with
cosmological constant Λ˜ of the form:
dsΛ˜ = e
2φ˜(r,x;n)/(n+p+1)
(
ds˜2p+2(r, x;n) + dX˜
2
n+1
)
, (2.26)
where dX˜2n+1 is the metric of the compact Euclidean Einstein manifold X˜
n+1 of curvature
R˜n+1 .
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The two solutions are in correspondence provided (2.5) holds and
− 2Λ↔ R˜n+1 , Rd−p−1 ↔ −2Λ˜ . (2.27)
This is proven following the same steps as in section 2.1. The Einstein-Dilaton theory ob-
tained by reducing the d+1 theory over the compact manifold Xd−p−1 has a scalar potential
comprising two exponential terms, whose origin is respectively the higher-dimensional cos-
mological constant, Λ, and the curvature Rd−p−1 of the internal space,
Sˆ =
1
16piGp+2
∫
M
dp+2x
√
−gˆeφ
[
Rˆ+
d− p− 2
d− p− 1
(
∂φˆ
)2 − 2Λ +Rd−p−1e− 2φˆd−p−1] . (2.28)
Alternatively, one may start from the (d+ p+ 3)-dimensional theory and reduce over the
compact manifold X˜n+1. This leads to the same action (2.28) after (2.5)–(2.27) are applied.
A more detailed discussion can be found in appendix A.
Other generalizations include considering non-diagonal reductions and addition of mat-
ter fields in the higher-dimensional theory as well as higher-derivative gravity terms. Re-
lated work appeared in [11–14, 30] and it would be interesting to work out these general-
izations. One case examined in [13] can however be encompassed in the present scheme,
whereby a (p+ 2)-form is included in the higher-dimensional theory, with no legs along the
compact space. Upon reduction to p + 2 dimensions, it becomes space-filling, and can be
dualized to a scalar potential for the KK scalar. By the same considerations as above, this
scalar potential can be exchanged against either that coming from a cosmological constant
or the curvature of a compactified space.This is of interest since it would make a connection
to theories containing D3, M2 or M5 branes.
3 Non-homogeneous black branes from fluids/gravity in AdS
In this section we present an important application of the map we have derived: the con-
struction of geometries approximating fluctuating Ricci-flat black branes from the known
geometries of the fluids/gravity correspondence [21, 22] (for a review, see [32, 33]).
There are various lessons we learn from this construction, the most important being
the explicit metric (3.24). Other lessons follow from this. This geometry is a solution to
Einstein’s equations without a cosmological constant up to corrections with third deriva-
tives along brane directions xa, but exact otherwise. This implies, in particular, that it
captures nonlinear aspects of the Gregory-Laflamme instability. Much of the physics of this
spacetime is encoded in its ‘holographic’ ADM stress tensor (3.36), in the same spirit as in
AdS/CFT. This stress tensor is precise to second order in derivatives, and we will extract
from it a dispersion relation Ω(k) for the unstable linearized modes eΩt+ikx precise up k4
corrections in the small k limit. This agrees remarkably with numerical data, especially
for a large number of dimensions, as we will comment upon.
We also learn that a hidden conformal symmetry governs the structure of this family
of solutions to the vacuum Einstein equations. This conformal symmetry has an obvious
origin in the AdS side, and when correctly exploited leads to important simplifications, and
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for instance allows to write very compactly the geometries of the fluids-gravity correspon-
dence [21, 22]. Our construction of the spacetimes (3.24), via action of the map on the flu-
ids/gravity spacetimes trivially pushes forward these structures in AdS to flat space. One of
the consequences of this symmetry is a reduction on the number of transport coefficients at
each order in the derivative expansion. For instance, in the AdS side the boundary confor-
mal symmetry sets the bulk viscosity of the dual fluid to zero. In the Ricci-flat case the bulk
viscosity is not zero, but it turns out to be determined in terms of the shear viscosity. This is
a general pattern: the inherited symmetry constrains the contributions to the stress tensor
in the same way it does in AdS, and this restricts the number of independent transport co-
efficients to be determined to the same number as in the conformal case. In some sense the
ADM stress tensor of Ricci-flat black branes is non-conformal in the simplest possible way.
3.1 Fluids/gravity in AdS
The fluids/gravity correspondence contains explicit families of spacetimes that solve Ein-
stein’s equations with a negative cosmological constant to certain order in derivatives in the
boundary directions. To zeroth order in derivatives, these spacetimes are the planar black
holes in AdS (1.24), and are characterized by a homogeneous velocity uµ and temperature
T = d/(4pib). To first order, first derivatives of these fields appear. It is convenient to group
these derivatives into objects transforming naturally under conformal transformations:
Aµ ≡ uλ∂λuµ − θ
d− 1uν , (3.1)
σµν ≡ PµαP βν ∂(αuβ) −
θ
d− 1Pµν , (3.2)
ωµν ≡ PµαP βν ∂[αuβ] , (3.3)
where we have specialized to minkowskian coordinates in the boundary, which we will take
to be flat.6 As usual, the expansion of the fluid is θ ≡ ∂λuλ and Pµν ≡ ηµν +uµuν projects
on directions transverse to the velocity. Aµ acts as a connection for the local conformal
symmetry and both the shear σµν and vorticity ωµν transform with weights −1 under
conformal transformations, see [22, 34] for a discussion.
To second order in derivatives, the fluids/gravity metric presented in [22] reads
ds2Λ = −2uµ dxµ (dr + Vνdxν) + Gµνdxµdxν (3.4)
where
Vµ = rAµ + 1
d− 2
[
Dλωλµ −Dλσλµ +
Ruµ
2(d− 1)
]
− 2L(br)
(br)d−2
Pµ
νDλσλν
− uµ
2(br)d
[
r2
(
1− (br)d
)
− 1
2
ωαβω
αβ − (br)2K2(br)σαβσ
αβ
(d− 1)
]
(3.5)
and
Gµν = r2Pµν − ωµλωλν + 2br2F (br)σµν + 2(br)2σµλσλν
[
F 2(br)−H1(br)
]
6This has to be relaxed to fully exploit the conformal symmetry of the system, as conformal transfor-
mations gµν → e2Φ(x)gµν change the curvature.
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+2(br)2 [H1(br)−K1(br)] σαβσ
αβ
d− 1 Pµν +
+2(br)2uλDλσµν [H2(br)−H1(br)] + 4(br)2H2(br)ω(µ|λ|σλν) . (3.6)
The dependence on the boundary coordinates is left implicit; b is b(x) and uµ is uµ(x).
Again, we have specialized to flat space at the boundary and grouped second derivatives
of the fluid velocity into objects transforming nicely under conformal transformations:7
uλDλσµν ≡ PµαPνβuλ∂λσαβ + θ
d− 1σµν (3.7)
Dλσλµ ≡
(
∂λ − (d− 1)Aλ
)
σµλ (3.8)
Dλωλµ ≡
(
∂λ − (d− 3)Aλ
)
ωλµ (3.9)
R ≡ 2(d− 1)∂λAλ − (d− 2)(d− 1)A2 . (3.10)
The functions F (br), H1(br), H2(br), K1(br), K2(br) and L(br) are defined as in [22]
and compiled in appendix C. All these functions are finite for their argument becoming
br = 1, making the metric (3.4) explicitly regular at the future horizon r = 1/b. uµdx
µ is
the ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein time.
The metric (3.4) is dual to boundary fluid flows of the stress tensor:
Tµν = P (ηµν + duµuν)− 2ησµν − 2ητω
[
uλDλσµν + ωµλσλν + ωνλσµλ
]
+ 2ηb
[
uλDλσµν + σµλσλν − σαβσ
αβ
d− 1 Pµν
] (3.11)
with8
P =
1
16piGNbd
, η =
s
4pi
=
1
16piGNbd−1
, τω = b
∫ ∞
1
ξd−2 − 1
ξ(ξd − 1)dξ = −
b
d
H2/d−1 . (3.12)
Some of the constraints amongst the Einstein equations for (3.4) reduce to the conser-
vation equations for this stress tensor
∂µT
µν = 0 , (3.13)
which have to be satisfied for (3.4) to be a solution. To second order in derivatives, which
corresponds to neglecting the contributions beyond the shear viscosity in (3.11), these are
the relativistic Navier-Stokes equations for the boundary fluid. Eq. (3.4) then gives a
gravitational dual for each solution to the relativistic Navier-Stokes equations (3.13). We
have used these equations to trade derivatives of b in (3.4) by derivatives of uµ.
Finally, when the metric settles down at late times to a uniform brane configuration,
it is possible to reconstruct the event horizon of the spacetime by tracing back the known
event horizon of the late time limit of the solutions [35]. The uniform black brane horizon
position receives second-order corrections [22],
rH =
1
b
+ b
(
h1σαβσ
αβ + h2ωαβω
αβ + h3R
)
+ . . . (3.14)
7Dµ is the Weyl-covariant derivative, see [22, 34].
8Hz is the Harmonic number function, which is analytic in z with singular points for z a negative integer.
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where the coefficients h1, h2 and h3 are given in appendix C. We can define on this null
hypersurface an area form. Hawking’s area theorem guarantees that it can never decrease
(see e.g. [36]). Pulling back this form to the boundary of AdS along ingoing null geodesics,
this generates an entropy current for the conformal fluid [35],
JµS = s
[
uµ + b2uµ
(
A1σαβσ
αβ +A2ωαβω
αβ +A3R
)
+ b2
(
B1Dλσµλ +B2Dλωµλ
)
+ . . .
]
(3.15)
with s the entropy density (3.12), and constants A1, A2, A3, B1 and B2 given in appendix C.
While the current provided by this construction is not unique [35, 37, 38], it satisfies
the second law of thermodynamics, as the bulk gravitational dynamics ensures that the
corresponding entropy production rate is always positive,9 ∂µJ
µ
S ≥ 0.
3.2 Ricci-flat metric and stress tensor
To obtain a Ricci flat metric from (3.4), we need to consider configurations with a Td−p−1
symmetry, for which uµ = (−u˜a,~0), where a = 0, 1, . . . , p. The minus sign is necessary for
the Ricci-flat solution to be in ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates (as opposed to
outgoing). The result follows straightforwardly by application of the map. A first step is
the identification of the warp factor of (1.2). It is
e2φˆ(r,x;d)/(d−p−1) = Gyy , (3.16)
which is the component of Gµν in (3.6) along the homogeneous directions ~y.
We wish to write this metric in terms of natural (p+ 1)-dimensional quantities. That
is, we would like to write the derivatives of the velocities appearing in the quantities (3.5)
and (3.6) as natural derivatives of u˜a rather than uµ. There is more to this than just the
mentioned sign. For example, the shear tensor of the reduced (p + 1)-dimensional space,
which is traceless in p+ 1 dimensions is
σ˜ab ≡ P˜acP˜bd∂(cu˜d) −
θ˜
p
P˜ab . (3.17)
This shear tensor is related to the d-dimensional one by
σ˜ab = −δaµδbνσµν +
(
1
p
+
1
n+ 1
)
θPab , (3.18)
where we have applied the change d → −n, as we will in the remainder of this section.
Eq. (3.18) implies
σµνσ
µν = σ˜abσ˜
ab +
(
1
p
+
1
n+ 1
)
θ˜2 , (3.19)
where we used θ = −θ˜. Note, also, that ωµν = −δµaδνbω˜ab, and ωαβωαβ = ω˜abω˜ab.
Using these identities we find that the objects involved in Gyy are
uλDλσyy = 1
n+ 1
u˜c∂cθ˜ − θ˜
2
(n+ 1)2
(3.20)
9This is expressed in Weyl-covariant fashion as DµJµS ≥ 0, the conformal weight of the entropy current
being d.
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and
ωyµ = 0 , σyλσ
λ
y =
θ˜2
(n+ 1)2
. (3.21)
Collecting these results and implementing
r → 1/r , b = r0 , (3.22)
Gyy in terms of natural (p+ 1)-dimensional fluid quantities reads
A = Gyy = 1
r2
(
1− 2F (r0/r) r0 θ˜
n+ 1
+ 2
r20 θ˜
2
(n+ 1)2
[
F 2(r0/r)−H2(r0/r)
]
(3.23)
− 2 [H1(r0/r)−K1(r0/r)] r
2
0 σµνσ
µν
n+1
+2
r20 u˜
c∂cθ˜
n+1
[H2(r0/r)−H1(r0/r)]
)
,
where for reasons of space we have kept implicit the term σµνσ
µν , to be substituted ac-
cording to eq. (3.19).
The Ricci-flat metric is
ds20 =
1
Gyy
(
2u˜a dx
a
(
−dr
r2
+ Vbdxb
)
+ Gabdxadxb + dΩ2n+1
)
(3.24)
with
Va = 1
r
Aa − 1
n+ 2
[
Dλωλa −Dλσλa +
Ru˜a
2(n+ 1)
]
− 2L(r0/r)
(r/r0)n+2
P˜a
cDλσλc
+
u˜a
2(r/r0)n
[
1
r2
(1− (r/r0)n)− 1
2
ωαβω
αβ + (r0/r)
2K2(r0/r)
σαβσ
αβ
(n+ 1)
]
(3.25)
and
Gab = 1
r2
P˜ab − ωaλωλb + 2
r0
r2
F (r0/r)σab + 2(r0/r)
2σaλσ
λ
b
[
F 2(r0/r)−H1(r0/r)
]
−2(r0/r)2 [H1(r0/r)−K1(r0/r)] σαβσ
αβ
n+ 1
P˜ab +
+2(r0/r)
2uλDλσab [H2(r0/r)−H1(r0/r)] + 4(r0/r)2H2(r0/r)ω(a|λ|σλb) (3.26)
with d→ −n substituted in the functions in appendix C.
We wish to write the tensorial objects in Gab and Vb, in terms of natural (p + 1)-
dimensional quantities. The result follows straightforwardly after the substitutions
σab = −σ˜ab − n+ p+ 1
p(n+ 1)
θ˜P˜ab , σay = 0 , ωab = −ω˜ab , Aa = u˜c∂cu˜a + 1
n+ 1
θ˜ u˜a .
(3.27)
These imply
σaλσ
λ
b = σ˜acσ˜
c
b + 2
(
1
p
+
1
n+ 1
)
θ˜σ˜ab +
(
1
p
+
1
n+ 1
)2
θ˜2P˜ab (3.28)
and
ωaλω
λ
b = ω˜acω˜
c
b , ω(a|λ|σλb) = ω˜(a|c|σ˜cb) . (3.29)
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The remaining relevant objects for (3.25) and (3.26) are
uλDλσab = P˜acP˜bdu˜e∂e
[
σ˜cd +
n+ p+ 1
p(n+ 1)
θ˜P˜cd
]
− θ˜
n+ 1
[
σ˜ab +
n+ p+ 1
p(n+ 1)
θ˜P˜ab
]
(3.30)
Dλσλa = −
(
∂d + (n+ 1)Ad
)[
σ˜ad +
(
1
p
+
1
n+ 1
)
θ˜P˜ad
]
(3.31)
Dλωλa = (∂c + (n+ 3)Ac) ω˜ac (3.32)
R = −2(n+ 1)∂aAa − (n+ 2)(n+ 1)AbAb . (3.33)
To summarize, (3.24) with (3.25), (3.26) and (3.23), and (3.27)–(3.33) substituted and
the functions as in the appendix is Ricci flat. It is the metric of a slowly fluctuating black
p-brane with a regular future event horizon.10 This metric is one of the main results of
this section.11
As we have discussed in section 2.2, the stress tensor of the Ricci-flat side follows from
the one in the AdS side upon the analytic continuation d → −n and Tab → −T˜ab and
ua → −u˜a, and it is conserved as a consequence of constraints in the Einstein equations
for (3.24). The result is
T˜ab = P˜ (ηab − nu˜au˜b) + 2η˜σab + 2η˜τ˜ω
[
uλDλσab + 2ω(a|λ|σλb)
]
− 2η˜r0
[
uλDλσab + σaλσλb − σαβσ
αβ
d− 1 P˜ab
] (3.34)
with12
P˜ = −Ω(n+1)r
n
0
16piG˜N
, η˜ =
s˜
4pi
=
Ω(n+1)r
n+1
0
16piG˜N
and τ˜ω =
r0
n
H−2/n−1 . (3.35)
Note that with our conventions the pressure is negative, while the energy density and vis-
cosities are positive. τ˜ω diverges for n = 1, 2 and has to be renormalized. We will deal with
this in section 3.5.
Using the identities (3.27)–(3.33) the stress tensor (3.34) can be written more explicitly
as:
T˜ab = ε˜u˜au˜b + P˜ P˜ab − 2η˜σ˜ab − ζ˜ θ˜P˜ab
+ 2η˜τ˜ω
[
P˜a
cP˜b
du˜e∂eσ˜cd − θ˜σ˜ab
n+ 1
+ 2ω˜(a
cσ˜b)c
]
+ ζ˜ τ˜ω
[
u˜c∂cθ˜ − 1
n+ 1
θ˜2
]
P˜ab
− 2η˜r0
[
P˜a
cP˜b
du˜∂σ˜cd +
(
2
p
+
1
n+ 1
)
θ˜σ˜ab + σ˜a
cσ˜cb +
σ˜2
n+ 1
P˜ab
]
− ζ˜r0
[
u˜c∂cθ˜ +
(
1
p
+
1
n+ 1
)
θ˜2
]
P˜ab
(3.36)
10These are also called blackfolds [18, 39, 40].
11The result to first order in derivatives was constructed in [23], that we recover upon discarding second
derivatives.
12The AdS and Ricci-flat Newton constants are related by the volumes of the torus and sphere on which
they are respectively compactified, GN = G˜N/Ω(n+1) (see section 2.1).
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with
ε˜ = −(n+ 1)P˜ , ζ˜ = 2η˜
(
1
p
+
1
n+ 1
)
. (3.37)
The second of these relations is a direct consequence of the structure in (3.18). Both of
them follow directly from the fact that the ADM stress tensor of black branes can be writ-
ten as the analytical continuation of the stress tensor of a conformal field theory, as we
have discussed. This pattern has been explained for Einstein-Dilaton systems in [5]. Here
we have generalized it to Ricci-flat black branes.
3.3 Entropy current
The AdS to Ricci-flat map that we used to derive the Ricci-flat metric (3.24) can be
extended to the location of the horizon (3.14) of the AdS brane and to the entropy cur-
rent (3.15) of the conformal fluid. This gives us the position rH of the horizon of the black
p-brane,
rH = r0
[
1− r20
(
h1σαβσ
αβ + h2ωαβω
αβ + h3R
)
+ . . .
]
, (3.38)
and the expression for an entropy current for the blackfold fluid,
J˜aS = s˜
[
u˜a + r20u˜
a
(
A1σαβσ
αβ +A2ωαβω
αβ +A3R
)
−
(
B1Dλσaλ +B2Dλωaλ
)
+ . . .
]
,
(3.39)
with s˜ = 4G˜N/
(
Ω(n+1)r
n+1
0
)
the entropy density (3.35) of the brane. In these expressions,
σ2, ω2, R, Dλσaλ and Dλωaλ are given (for compactness) by equations (3.27)–(3.33) in
terms of the blackfold fluid data (r0, u˜
a), and we performed the substitution d→ −n into
the constants of appendix C. Notice that after applying the map on JµS , we still need to
flip its overall sign to obtain (3.39), for the same reason that we needed to flip the sign
of uµ. The resulting entropy current is future-directed, and implements the second law of
thermodynamics for blackfolds, ∂aJ˜
a
S ≥ 0.
3.4 The Gregory-Laflamme instability from AdS
The metrics (3.24) are slowly-varying Ricci-flat black branes, and these are known to suffer
from the Gregory-Laflamme instability [19, 20] (see [41, 42] for a review). In the derivative
expansion, this instability is captured by an imaginary speed of sound [18], which is a direct
consequence of the equation of state in (3.37):
c˜2s =
dP˜
dε˜
= − 1
n+ 1
. (3.40)
These unstable sound modes fluctuate the pressure of the fluid, which is the thickness of
the black string, r0, as in the Gregory-Laflamme instability. The dispersion relation is a
property of linearized fluctuations
r0 = 〈r0〉+ δr0 eΩt+ikx , u˜a = 〈u˜a〉+ δu˜aeΩt+ikx . (3.41)
The equations of motion for these linearized fluctuations follow from the conservation of
the linearization of (3.36), which amounts to discarding terms with products of derivatives:
T˜G-Lab = P˜ (ηab − nu˜au˜b)− 2η˜σ˜ab − ζ˜ θ˜P˜ab
+ 2η˜(τ˜ω − r0)P˜acP˜bdu˜e∂eσ˜cd + ζ˜(τ˜ω − r0) P˜abu˜c∂cθ˜
(3.42)
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Figure 1. Gregory-Laflamme dispersion relation, for two values of n: n = 7 and
n = 100. The small k region is where the hydrodynamic expansion is valid strictly speaking, but
for large n the threshold mode kc is also well-described. In the insert, we show that at large n the
agreement between the hydrodynamic approximation and the numerics becomes excellent.
The dispersion relation for the sound mode that follows from conservation of (3.42) is
Ω =
1√
n+ 1
k − 2 + n
n(1 + n)
r0k
2 +
(2 + n)[2 + n(2τ˜ω/r0 − 1)]
2n2(1 + n)3/2
r20k
3 +O(k4) , (3.43)
where we have taken 〈ua〉 = (−1, 0, . . . , 0) and substituted 〈r0〉 = r0.
Strictly speaking, the dispersion relation corresponding to the spacetimes that follow
from (3.24) is the truncation of the above to order k2. This corresponds to the Navier-
Stokes approximation to the conservation equations, or keeping only the first line in (3.42).
Eq. (3.43) is the dispersion relation for the spacetimes to third order in derivatives, that
are one order higher in derivatives with respect to the ones we have constructed.
Figure 1 compares the prediction (3.43) to numerics. The analytic approximation turns
out to be better in the limit of large number of transverse dimensions. To take this limit
it is convenient to redefine
Ω˜ = nΩ , k˜ =
√
nk , (3.44)
and to use the temperature T = n/(4pi r0) as dimensionful parameter. One checks that at
large n (3.43) becomes
Ω˜ = k˜
(
1− k˜
4piT
)
− k˜
n
(
1
2
+
k˜
4piT
− k˜
2
(4piT )2
)
+O
(
1
n2
)
, (3.45)
up to corrections in powers of k˜ higher than 3.
Recently ref. [43] computed the Gregroy-Laflamme dispersion relation in the limit of
many transverse dimensions to order 1/n2, without truncations in the number of deriva-
tives. That result agrees with (3.45). This implies that the derivative expansion becomes
exact in the limit of infinite dimensions for the linearized Gregory-Laflamme instability.
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Our metrics (3.24) are valid in the nonlinear regime, so we expect them to fully describe
the instability (linearly and nonlinearly) at large n.
3.5 The n = 1, 2 cases
The Ricci-flat metric (3.24) is finite, except if d = −2 or d = −1. In these cases, we find a
divergence. This divergence can be regularized. After regularization, the boundary metric
gˆ(0) will no longer be the Minkowski metric but will receive a number of second-derivative
corrections, and the stress-tensor (the gˆ(d/2) term of the FG expansion) will no longer be
in the Landau frame.
The reason for these divergences are obscured by the choice of Eddington-Finkelstein
coordinates, so let us go back to Fefferman-Graham gauge. The details of the change of
gauge are in appendix D. Recall that on the AdS side the asymptotic expansion at order
ρ(d+2l)/2 is proportional to the 2l derivatives of the stress-tensor plus nonlinear terms. Af-
ter applying the AdS/Ricci-flat map the overall radial power becomes rn−2l. At a given n,
for l > lc = [(n+ 1)/2],
13 the power becomes negative and this term is no longer decaying
at large r. Moreover, logarithms will be generated when analytically continuing rn−2l as
l→ lc.
Since we are working to second order in derivatives, this is an issue only when n = 1, 2
(in which case lc = 1). We will mainly focus on the n = 2 case: the discussion for n = 1
goes along similar lines.
3.5.1 The d→ −2 case
As mentioned previously, in FG coordinates, Asymptotically AdS metrics read as in (F.1),
where the terms subleading to the stress-tensor can be expressed in terms of the stress-
tensor and its derivatives. Here, we reproduce the first line of (F.2), which shows the
expansion to order ρd:
gµν = ηµν +
ρd/2
d
Tµν − ρ
d/2+1
2d(d+ 2)
Tµν +
ρd
2d2
(
Tµ
σTσν − 1
4(d− 1)TσκT
σκηµν
)
. (3.46)
Notice now that the term at order ρd/2+1 is expanded as d→ −2 like
ρd/2+1g(d/2+1) =
[(
1
4(d+ 2)
+
1
8
(1 + log ρ)
)
+ . . .
]
Tµν . (3.47)
The order ρ0 that this term produces contributes to the metric in the boundary. Because
this contribution is a constant at the order in derivatives we are working, it maintains the
flatness in the boundary, but it is singular. This singularity is only a coordinate singularity
at the boundary that can be dealt by changing coordinates as
xµ → xµ − 1
2
(
1
4(d+ 2)
+
1
8
)
xνTµν (3.48)
which brings the boundary metric to its minkowskian form ηµν .
13Here [ ] means the integer part.
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This, as any coordinate change, modifies the stress tensor
Tµν → Tµν −
(
1
4(d+ 2)
+
1
8
)
T ρ(µTν)ρ . (3.49)
There is, however, yet another contribution to the stress tensor, coming from the g(d+1)
term. So, the full stress tensor will be
T˜ 2ndµν = Tµν −
(
1
4(d+ 2)
+
1
8
)
T ρ(µTν)ρ + d g(d+1) . (3.50)
The limit of this expression as d→ −2 is not yet finite and the stress tensor is not in
Landau frame. Effectively, one changes frame by:
b−d → b−d − 1
d− 1u
µuν T˜ 2ndµν (3.51)
and setting to zero the viscous corrections with mixed components (that is, with one leg
proportional to uµ and the other orthogonal to it). The practical effect of this redefinition of
the temperature is a contribution to the dissipative stress tensor proportional to Pµν . This
comes from the redefined pressure. So the final limit that should give a nice stress tensor is:
T 2ndµν
∣∣∣
d=−2
= lim
d→−2
(
Tµν −
(
1
4(d+ 2)
+
1
8
)
T ρ(µTν)ρ + dgd+1 −
1
d− 1u
ρuσT˜ 2ndρσ Pµν
)
.
(3.52)
This limit is finite and we find that the second order dissipative stress tensor reads:
T 2ndµν = b
4
[(
θ2
9
− θ˙
3
− a
2
4
)
Pµν +
aµaν
4
+
7
4
uλDλσµν + 2
3
θσµν
+
5
4
σµ
λσλν +
1
4
ωµ
λωλν + σ
λ
(µων)λ
]
.
(3.53)
Note that this has a non-zero trace
ηµνT 2ndµν =
b4
4
[
4a2 − 4
3
θ2 + 5σ2 − ω2 + 4θ˙
]
=
1
16
T ρσTρσ . (3.54)
Converting to tilded quantities (which includes a change of sign between u˜a and uˆa, as well
as between T˜ab and Tˆab), the renormalized, reduced stress-tensor for n = 2 is:
T˜ab
∣∣∣
d=−2
= P˜ (ηab − 2u˜au˜b)− 2η˜σ˜ab − ζ˜ θ˜P˜ab
+r0η˜
[
σ˜c(aω˜b)
c +
5
4
σ˜acσ˜b
c +
1
4
ω˜acω˜
c
b +
7
4
u˜c∂cσ˜ab +
1
12
θ˜σ˜ab +
1
4
a˜aa˜b
−7
2
a˜cu˜(aσ˜b)c + P˜ab
(
θ˜2
9
−
˙˜
θ
3
− a˜
2
4
)]
+r0ζ˜
[
5
4
θ˜σ˜ab + P˜ab
(
7
˙˜
θ
8
− θ˜
2
3
+
5
8p
θ˜2
)]
, (3.55)
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P˜ =
−r20
16piG˜N
, η˜ =
r30
16piG˜N
, ζ˜ = 2η˜
p+ 3
3p
(3.56)
Here we obtained the renormalized expression (3.52) by implementing the boundary dif-
feomorphism on the general FG metric, but we could also have done it directly on the
fluids/gravity metrics. The poles as n = 2 are removed by changing appropriately the inte-
gration bounds on the metric functions. This is done explicitly in appendix E and recovers
the same stress-tensor (3.55), which serves as a nice double check of our procedure.
In appendix G, we also derive the conservation equation obeyed by (3.55), which reads:
∂bT˜ab +
1
8
(
T˜ bc∂aT˜bc − 1
p+ 3
T˜ b b∂aT˜ c c
)
− 1
8
T˜ bc∂cT˜ba +
1
8
∂cT˜ abT˜bc = 0 . (3.57)
Plugging (3.55) in (3.57) and linearizing in amplitudes, we find the dispersion relation:
Ω =
1√
3
k − 2
3
k2 − 37
72
√
3
k3 +O(k4) (3.58)
If we extrapolate the value of τω(n = 2) from matching formula (3.43) to this we get
τω(n = 2) = −37/48.
3.5.2 The d→ −1 case
Again, we have to deal with the contribution to the boundary metric, of order ρ0. This
contribution maintains the flatness of the boundary, but is diverging. This can be taken
care of by performing the coordinate transformation
xµ → xµ − Λµνxν (3.59)
with the matrix
Λµν =
1
4
Tα(µTν)α +
1
32
(
1
2
+
1
d+ 1
)(
∂µ(T
αβ)∂νTαβ − (TαβTαβ)ηµν
)
+
1
4
(
1+
1
d+1
)(
Tαβ∂α∂(µTν)β−Tαβ∂α∂βTµν+(∂αTµβ)∂βTνα−(∂αT(µβ)∂ν)Tαβ
)
− 1
32
(
7
2
+
3
d+ 1
)
Tαβ∂µ∂νTαβ +
1
32
(
3
2
+
1
d+ 1
)
(∂κTαβ)(∂κTαβ)ηµν (3.60)
before taking the d → −1 limit. The procedure outlined in the previous section becomes
extremely cumbersome due to the large number of terms. We have included some technical
details in appendix H, where the trace of the renormalized stress-tensor is obtained in (H.4)
as well as the conservation equation it obeys in (H.6). For simplicity, we have obtained the
renormalized, reduced stress-tensor for n = 1 using the procedure in appendix E:
T˜ab
∣∣∣
d=−1
= P˜ (ηab − u˜au˜b)− 2η˜σ˜ab − ζ˜ θ˜P˜ab
+r0η˜
[
13
8
σ˜c(aω˜b)
c +
15
16
σ˜acσ˜b
c +
9
16
ω˜acω˜
c
b +
7
4
u˜c∂cσ˜ab +
9
16
θ˜σ˜ab
+
9
16
a˜aa˜b − 7
2
a˜cu˜(aσ˜b)c + P˜ab
(
− 5
32
ω˜2 − 69
32
σ˜2 +
15
16
θ˜2 − 15
8
˙˜
θ − 3
32
a˜2
)]
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+r0ζ˜
[
15
16
θ˜σ˜ab + P˜ab
(
7
8
˙˜
θ − 15
8
θ˜2 +
15(p+ 2)
64p
θ˜2
)]
, (3.61)
P˜ =
−r0
16piG˜N
, η˜ =
r20
16piG˜N
, ζ˜ = η˜
p+ 2
p
. (3.62)
Note that this encompasses the stress-tensor for the black string, which can be obtained
from the previous expression by setting p = 1. Its trace explicitly agrees with (H.4).
Plugging (3.61) in its equation of motion (H.6) and linearizing in amplitudes, we obtain
the dispersion relation for the Gregory-Laflamme instability:
Ω =
1√
2
k − 3
2
k2 +
75
16
√
2
k3 +O(k4) . (3.63)
3.5.3 Discussion for the dispersion relation n = 1, 2
For these values of n, we find that the dispersion relation no longer captures the correct
physics beyond the small k regime: there is no threshold mode, as the k3 term in the disper-
sion relations (3.58) and (3.63) comes with the ‘wrong’ sign. This might hint that the hydro-
dynamic expansion is an asymptotic expansion. Note that a different approach to this prob-
lem, which utilized the large n limit without recourse to the hydrodynamic expansion [43],
also found that the dispersion relation was not well-reproduced at finite k for n = 1, 2.
Nevertheless, both approaches agree in the regime of overlap (small k, large n). It is also
interesting that the stress-tensor from which the Gregory-Laflamme dispersion relation was
obtained is no longer conserved, but obeys equations of motion like (G.17) and (H.6). On
the right-hand side, a number of nonlinear contributions appear, which indeed are perfectly
allowed on dimensional grounds in Ricci-flat spacetimes — just as conformal anomalies ap-
pear on the right-hand side in the Asymptotically AdS case. This is also consistent with
what we have seen happening at the level of the FG expansion: terms which were higher
order in the FG coordinate for n > 2 now mix with lower-order terms for n = 1, 2.
4 AdS/Rindler correspondence
When n = −1, the transverse sphere of the Schwarzschild p-brane (1.25) collapses to a
point, and the metric is that of (p + 2)-dimensional Rindler spacetime (1.26). Therefore,
the AdS/Ricci-flat correspondence maps the AdS black branes to the Rindler wedge in
this limit. Indeed, the unperturbed Schwarzschild p-brane metric (3.24), that is obtained
applying the map on AdS black branes, reduces for n→ −1 to the flat metric
ds20 =
r
r0
u˜au˜b dx
adxb − 2u˜a dxadr + ηab dxadxb. (4.1)
This metric has an acceleration horizon in r = r0 for observers on fixed r orbits, and its
asymptotic region lies in r → −∞. Indeed, the region r < r0 — where the velocity field u˜a
is timelike — covers the Rindler wedge of Minkowski spacetime with ingoing Eddington-
Finkelstein-like coordinates (see figure 2). This choice of coordinates makes the metric reg-
ular on the future horizon. Finally, we will be interested in the hypersurface Σc = {r = 0},
on which uniformly accelerated observers with proper acceleration 1/2r0 lie, and whose
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2r0−2r0 z
t
r
=
r 0
r
=
r
0
r
=
0
Σ
c
r→−∞
Figure 2. The Rindler wedge. The r < r0 region of the Rindler metric (4.1) is mapped to
the z > |t| wedge of the Minkowski spacetime with metric ds2 = −dt2 + dz2 + d~x2 by the change
of coordinates τ = 2r0 log
z−t
2r0
, r = r0
(
1− z2−t2
4r20
)
, with τ defined by dτ = u˜adx
a. The constant r
observers are uniformly accelerated and experience an acceleration horizon in r = r0 (dashed lines).
The cutoff surface Σc (solid curve) has induced metric ηab. Through the AdS/Ricci-flat map, the
AdS boundary is mapped on Σc, and the exterior region of the AdS black brane (as well as its
perturbations) is mapped to the shaded region, where r0 ≥ r > 0.
induced metric ηab is the Minkowski metric in one dimension less. From eq. (3.35), the cor-
responding ADM stress tensor assumes the perfect fluid form with pressure14 P˜ = −1/r0,
and reparameterizing the radial coordinate as r = P˜ (R−Rc) the Rindler metric becomes
ds20 = −2P˜ u˜adxadR+
[
ηab − P˜ 2(R−Rc)u˜au˜b
]
dxadxb, (4.2)
where now the horizon is located in Rh = Rc− 1/P˜ 2 and {R = Rc} is the hypersurface Σc
whose induced metric is ηab. This is the seed metric used in [17, 26, 27] to study the fluid
dual to Rindler spacetime. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that in the n→ −1 limit,
the metric (3.24) yields the Rindler metric with hydrodynamic perturbation to second or-
der in derivatives. However, if performed naively, this procedure does not produce a finite
result.
To understand the origin of the divergency, we turn to the dynamics dictated by the
dual stress tensor (3.36). From its conservation, we obtain the fluid equations that allow to
determine the expansion and the acceleration of a fluid element in terms of the collective
14We set Ω0 = 1, since only one single point contributes. Also, in this section, we use the convention
16piG˜N = 1.
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variables (r0, u˜a),
15
θ˜ = −(n+ 1)D log r0 + 2r0
n
[K2 + (n+ 1)(D log r0)2] , (4.3)
Du˜a = D
⊥ log r0 − 2r0
n
[
(n+ 2)D log r0 D
⊥
a log r0 + D
⊥
a D log r0 − P˜ab∂cKbc
−(n+ 1)KabD⊥b log r0
]
. (4.4)
Hence, when n→ −1, we have θ˜ = 0 +O(∂2) and the fluid is incompressible to that order,
as expected. Moreover, the equation of state (3.37) asserts that the equilibrium energy
density vanishes, ε˜ = 0. This property is incompatible with the Landau gauge in which
the stress tensor (3.36) is written; to obtain a finite result we need to switch gauges before
performing the n → −1 limit. An appropriate choice for the incompressible fluid is the
isotropic gauge [17, 26], in which the stress tensor takes the form
Tab = E u˜au˜b + PP˜ab + Π˜⊥ab , (4.5)
with the transverse dissipative correction Π˜⊥ab satisfying Π˜
⊥
abu˜
b = 0 and containing no
term proportional to P˜ab . The pressure P in isotropic gauge is easily derived as the
proportionality factor of P˜ab in T˜ab ,
P = P˜
[
1− 2r0D log r0 + 2
n
r20
(
(n+ 2 +H− 2
n
−1)(D log r0)
2
−(n−H− 2
n
−1) DD log r0 +
n+ 2
n+ 1
K2
)]
,
(4.6)
where we used (4.3) and the relation η = −P˜ r0 to express everything in terms of the
independent variables r0 and u˜a. It is clear now that this corresponds to an infinite shift of
the pressure P˜ because of the diverging term K2/(n+ 1). Inverting the previous relation,
r0 = (−P) 1n + 2
n2
(−P) 2nD logP + 2
n4
(
3−H− 2
n
−1
)
(−P) 3n (D logP)2
+
2
n3
(
2 + n−H− 2
n
−1
)
(−P) 3nDD logP − 2
n2
(n+ 2)(−P) 3n K
2
n+ 1
+O(∂3)
(4.7)
we can trade r0 for P, and express all quantities in terms of P and u˜a. The stress tensor
is now in isotropic gauge, the n → −1 limit is finite, and we recover the stress tensor of
the fluid dual to Rindler space (in exact agreement with [26, 27]) of the form (4.5) with
energy density
E = − 2PK
2, (4.8)
and dissipative correction
Π˜⊥ab = −2Kab +
4
P
(
D⊥a logP D⊥b logP − P˜acP˜bd∂c∂d logP −KabD logP
−1
2
KacKcb +K(acω˜b)c + ω˜acω˜bc
)
.
(4.9)
15In this section we use the notation D = u˜a∂a, D
⊥
a = P˜a
b∂b and we define Kab = P˜acP˜bd∂(cu˜d). It
satisfies ∂au˜b = Kab + ω˜ab − u˜aa˜b .
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It is now clear how to obtain the long wavelength corrections to the Rindler metric using
the AdS/Ricci-flat correspondence. After mapping the asymptotically AdS fluid/gravity
metric (3.4) to the Ricci-flat metric (3.24) we need to absorb the diverging terms in the
redefinition of the pressure, and then impose the gauge gra = −Pu˜a in order to set the
corresponding Brown-York stress tensor in isotropic gauge. This is done by first rewriting
the spacetime metric in terms of (P, u˜a) using the fluid equations (4.3) and (4.4), then
substituting r0 with P using (4.7), and finally performing a diffeomorphism to define a
new radial coordinate R related to (r, xa) by
r(R, xa) = P(R−Rc)− P(R−Rc)2
[
2 DD logP +
(
1
n+ 1
− 3
2
+ log(P(R−Rc))
)
K2
]
+ P(R−Rc)
(
n+ 1− 2(R−Rc)K2
)
χ(R,P), (4.10)
with χ(R,P) and arbitrary smooth function of its arguments. Now the limit can be safely
taken and reproduces the metric obtained in [26, 27],
ds20 = −2P u˜adxadR (4.11)
+
{[
ηab − P2(R−Rc)u˜au˜b
]− 2P(R−Rc)u˜(a (2D⊥b) logP − u˜b)D logP)
+
[
2(R−Rc)K2 + P
2
2
(R−Rc)2
(
K2 + 2(D⊥ logP)2
)
+
P4
2
(R−Rc)3ω˜2
]
u˜au˜b
+ 4(R−Rc)u˜(aP˜b)c∂dKcd + 2P2(R−Rc)2u˜(a
(
P˜b)
c∂dKcd − (Kb)c + ω˜b)c)D⊥c logP
)
+ 2(R−Rc)
[
2P˜a
cP˜b
d∂c∂d logP + 2D logP Kab − 2D⊥a logP D⊥b logP
+KacKcb − 2K(acω˜b)c + 2ω˜acω˜cb
]
− P2(R−Rc)2ω˜acω˜cb
}
dxadxb.
Note that the resulting metric does not depend on the arbitrary function χ(R,P): this
function is not fixed at this order of the perturbative expansion, but would be fixed if we
would extend the computation to the third order in the derivative expansion.
Interestingly, the expectation value of the dual scalar operator (1.19) in the reduced
(p+ 2)-dimensional theory is given by the pressure P in the n→ −1 limit,
Oˆφ = P. (4.12)
Consequently, the pressure in the isotropic gauge acquires a geometrical meaning as it mea-
sures the volume variations of the torus on which we compactified the original AdS theory.
We can obtain a better understanding of the way the AdS/Ricci-flat correspondence
works by comparing the boundary conditions that have been used on both sides of the du-
ality. On the AdS side, the hydrodynamic perturbations are obtained by solving a Dirichlet
problem for the metric whose value is fixed on the conformal boundary [22]. When study-
ing the hydrodynamic perturbations of Rindler spacetime, a similar Dirichlet problem is
solved in the shaded region of figure 2, for which the metric is fixed on the Σc hypersurface
(solid curve in figure 2). By (4.10), this R = Rc hypersurface corresponds to r = 0, that is
in turn mapped on the asymptotic timelike boundary of AdS, where the original boundary
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conditions were imposed. Likewise, the regularity of the perturbations on the future event
horizon of the AdS black brane is equivalent to an analogous condition on the Rindler
horizon. In a nutshell, we are solving precisely the same Dirichlet problem on both sides
of the correspondence.
Finally, we redefine the radial coordinate and the pressure as above, and then take
the n → −1 limit of the black brane horizon position rH and of its entropy current J˜aS ,
given in (3.38) and (3.39) respectively. The limits are finite; however, due to the arbitrary
function χ(R,P) appearing in the radial reparametrization (4.10), the coefficient of the
second order term proportional to K2 is not fixed for the location of the perturbed Rindler
horizon obtained through the map. Nevertheless, all other terms in the resulting expression,
RH = Rc− 1P2 +
2
P3D logP+
1
P4
(
4DD logP − 8(D logP)2 + #K2 − ω
2
2
+ (D⊥P)2
)
+. . .
(4.13)
are in agreement with [26]. For the entropy current, the same procedure yields
J aS = s˜u˜a
(
1 +
1
P2K
2 − 3
2P2 ω˜
2
)
(4.14)
+
s˜
P2
(
2Da⊥ logPD logP−2Da⊥D logP−3P˜ ab∂cKcb−(Kab+ω˜ab)Db⊥ logP
)
+. . . .
This entropy current differs only by a trivial current (with parameters t1 = −2 and t2 = 0
in the notation of [26]) from the one obtained in the literature. We therefore recover,
applying the AdS/Ricci-flat correspondence, all details of the relativistic Rindler fluids as
obtained in [26, 27], and we have clarified the link with the conformal fluid of AdS/CFT,
by showing how the AdS boundary conditions become the Rindler boundary conditions on
the cut-off surface Σc.
5 Conclusion and outlook
In this work, we have presented a map relating a class of Asymptotically locally AdS
spacetimes, with the bulk having a flat toroidal transverse subspace, to a class of Ricci-
flat spacetimes with a transverse round sphere. Though we have focussed on the case of
negative cosmological constant and round spheres, a similar map exists for positive/zero
cosmological constant and different internal spaces. We also expect the map to generalize
to include matter field such as gauge fields, p-forms etc. (we have already seen that the
map extends to free massless fields). A more ambitious extension would be to include the
moduli of the internal space. On the AdS side the moduli of the torus were included in
the analysis of [11], while deformations of the sphere may be studied following [44].
A prime motivation for this work was to understand how holography works for asym-
potically flat spacetimes. The map implies that the Ricci-flat spacetimes that enter in
the correspondence inherit holographic properties from the corresponding AdS spacetimes.
While the full development of holography is left for future work, we have already seen that
the holographic data are mapped in unexpected ways. In particular, the Dirichlet boundary
conditions in AdS are mapped to boundary conditions at the position of a p-brane (which
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is located in the interior of spacetime) and the stress energy tensor due to this p-brane is
the holographic stress energy tensor of the corresponding AdS spacetime.
The dimension of the p-brane is related to the dimension of the compactified toroidal
subspace of the boundary of AdS: a (d − p − 1)-dimensional toroidal compactification in
AdS yields a Ricci-flat spacetime with asymptotically flat boundary conditions transverse
to a p-brane. On the Ricci-flat side, different boundary conditions yield different super-
selection sectors and each of these is obtained by considering different compactifications on
the AdS side. Linear fluctuations respecting the p-brane boundary conditions are linked
with the linear fluctuations in AdS that yield holographic 2-point functions. In particular,
regularity in the interior of AdS is linked with normalizability on the Ricci-flat side.
In this paper we set to zero the sources for dual operators, except in one case where we
considered infinitesimal sources. To extract the holographic data we would need to turn on
arbitrary sources on the AdS side, and in particular a non-trivial boundary metric. This
would allow us to study how the map acts on general boundary correlation functions. We
initiated such an analysis here by studying a specific case of a 2-point function and it would
be interesting to extend this to general n-point functions. It would also be interesting to
see how the map acts on non-local observables such as Wilson loops and the entanglement
entropy.
We also started analyzing the implications of symmetries. The map implies that the
Ricci-flat spacetimes inherit a generalized conformal structure. We have already seen that
the structure of second order hydrodynamics is controlled by this structure, and it would
be interesting to extract all implications of this “hidden conformal invariance”.
We have also applied the AdS/Ricci-flat map to black holes in Poincare´ AdS and
to second-order in viscous corrections fluids/gravity metrics. The black holes map to
Schwarzschild black p-branes, and we derived asymptotically flat second-order hydrody-
namic metrics (blackfolds). In particular, these solutions describe the nonlinear evolution
of the Gregory-Laflamme instability. We showed that there is an associated entropy cur-
rent with non-negative divergence and a finite, non-conformal stress tensor, whose tensorial
structure is also determined by that of the parent entropy current and conformal stress ten-
sor in AdS, respectively. From this stress tensor, we obtained the Gregory-Laflamme dis-
persion relation up to third order in momentum. It correctly reproduces the physics of the
GL instability and captures the existence of a threshold mode. The quantitative agreement
with numerical results becomes excellent for large dimensions of the transverse sphere.
A particularly interesting case to analyze further is that of the Schwarzschild black
hole. This is obtained from the AdS black branes by compactifying all spatial boundary
directions. As such this case has many similarities with AdS2 and understanding hologra-
phy is likely to require resolving many of the issues associated with AdS2 holography.
Another special case is that of no sphere (n = −1). In this case the AdS black
brane maps to Rindler spacetime, and the second order fluid/gravity metric and entropy
current map to the second order hydrodynamic metric and entropy current for the Rindler
fluid [17, 26, 27], after a change to the isotropic gauge. In particular, the AdS boundary
maps to the position of the accelerated observer, and horizons map to each other (recall
that there is a scaling that changes the position of the accelerated observer [26] — this is
related to scaling the AdS radial direction, as discussed in the Introduction). It is likely that
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this case can provide the fastest route to flat space holography since there is no transverse
sphere. As such it would be very interesting to study it further by turning on sources and
study correlation functions and other non-local observables.
In this paper, we mostly focused on mapping properties and observables from AdS
to Ricci-flat spacetimes. It would also be very interesting to use the map the other way
around. In asymptotically flat spacetimes the main observable is the S-matrix and it would
be interesting to study how the AdS/Ricci-flat map acts on it. A related question is to map
the structure of asymptotically flat asymptotia and the corresponding symmetry groups
that act on them (such as the BMS group, etc.) to AdS. One may also wish to study how
other asymptotically flat black holes (Kerr, Kerr-Newman, etc.) map to AdS.
Finally, the map was developed at the level of gravitational theories, and it would be
interesting to see whether it can be extended to the full string theory. To this end, one
would like to formulate the map in terms of the worldsheet of the string. If successful, this
may give us a new route to understand string theory on AdS, starting from string theory
on flat spacetimes.
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A Diagonal dimensional reduction of Einstein gravity with a cosmologi-
cal constant
Our starting point is the Einstein-AdS action with a cosmological constant in d+ 1 dimen-
sions (2.1):16
Sd+1 =
1
16piGd+1N
∫
dd+1x
√−gd+1 [Rd+1 − 2Λ] . (A.1)
16In this appendix, the dimensionality of each object is explicitly indicated as an index or exponent.
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The equations of motion are
GAB + ΛgAB = 0 . (A.2)
We wish to perform a reduction to an Einstein-Dilaton theory with the Ansatz:
ds2d+1 = e
2αφds2p+2 +R
2e2βφdX2d−p−1, (A.3)
where dX2d−p−1 is the metric of an (d− p− 1)-dimensional (compact) Euclidean manifold
with radius RX .
For a diagonal Ansatz, it is consistent to take all scalar fields along each reduced
direction equal. Nonetheless, let us check that such an Ansatz is consistent by reducing
Einstein’s equations directly and writing out the action from which they derive.
Using the tetrad formalism, the higher-dimensional Einstein tensor Gd+1AB (A,B, · · · =
0 . . . d) can be projected on the external (a, b, . . . = 0 . . . p + 1) and internal (i, j, . . . =
1 . . . d− p− 1) coordinates:
Gd+1ab = G
p+2
ab +
[
pα2 + 2(d− p− 1)αβ − (d− p− 1)β2] ∂aφ∂bφ
− [pα+ (d− p− 1)β]∇a∇bφ−
gp+2ab
2
{−2 [pα+ (d− p− 1)β]φ
− [p(p− 1)α2 + 2(d− p− 1)(p− 1)αβ + (d− p− 1)(d− p)β2] ∂φ2
+Xd−p−1e2(α−β)φ
}
(A.4)
Gd+1ij = G
d−p−1
ij −
1
2
gd−p−1ij e
2(β−α)φ {Rp+2 − 2 [(p+ 1)α+ (d− p− 2)β]φ
− [(p+ 1)pα2 + 2p(d− p− 2)αβ + (d− p− 2)(d− p− 1)β2] ∂φ2} (A.5)
where Gp+2ab and G
d−p−1
ij are respectively the Einstein tensor associated to the (p + 2)-
dimensional metric and to the (d− p− 1)-dimensional compact space Xd−p−1. Xd−p−1 is
its Ricci curvature and verifies
Xd−p−1 =
(d− p− 1)(d− p− 2)
R2X
. (A.6)
Then, taking the trace of Gd+1AB , one finds the Ricci scalar
Rd+1e
2αφ = Rp+2 + e
2(α−β)φXd−p−1 − 2((p+ 1)α+ (d− p− 1)β)φ (A.7)
− [p(p+ 1)α2 + (d− p− 1)(d− p)β2 + 2(d− p− 1)pαβ] ∂φ2,
while
det gd+1 = e
2[(p+2)α+(d−p−1)β]φ det gp+2 . (A.8)
Setting the overall conformal factor in φ in the action to unity requires
(d− p− 1)β = −pα (A.9)
upon which
Rd+1e
2αφ = Rp+2 − 2αφ− pd
d− p− 1α
2∂φ2 + e
2 d−1
d−p−1αφXd−p−1 . (A.10)
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In order to have a canonically normalized kinetic term for the scalar, we then set
α = −
√
d− p− 1
2pd
= −δ
2
⇔ δ =
√
2(d− p− 1)
pd
(A.11)
so that the bulk action naively becomes
Sp+2 =
1
16piGp+2N
∫
M
dp+2x
√−gp+2 [Rp+2 − 1
2
∂φ2 − 2Λe−δφ +Xd−p−1e−
2φ
pδ
]
− 1
16piGp+2N
∫
∂M
dp+1x
√−hp+1 δ n · ∂φ . (A.12)
where hp+1 is the induced metric on the boundary ∂M of the manifold M and na a unit
vector normal to that boundary.
To check that this is correct, we can also replace in (A.4) and (A.5)
Gd+1ab = G
p+2
ab −
1
2
∂aφ∂bφ− 1
2
gp+2ab
[
Xd−p−1e
− 2φ
pδ − 1
2
∂φ2
]
(A.13)
Gd+1ij = G
d−p−1
ij −
1
2
gd−p−1ij e
2φ
pδ
[
Rp+2 +
2
pδ
φ− 1
2
∂φ2
]
. (A.14)
and reexpress Einstein’s equations (A.2):
Gp+2ab =
1
2
∂aφ∂bφ+
gp+2ab
2
[
Xd−p−1e
− 2φ
pδ − 2Λe−δφ
]
(A.15)
Gd−p−1ij =
gd−p−1ij
2
e
2φ
pδ
[
Rp+2 +
2φ
pδ
− 1
2
∂φ2 − 2Λe−δφ
]
. (A.16)
In (A.15), we recognize the lower-dimensional equation of motion for the metric, as derived
from (A.12). Taking the trace of (A.16) and replacing again in (A.16), one finds that
Xd−p−1 must be an Einstein space, that is
Rijd−p−1 =
Xd−p−1
d− p− 1g
ij
d−p−1 . (A.17)
Note that this condition becomes very important once higher-derivative terms are in-
cluded, for instance constraining the square of the Weyl tensor of Xd−p−1, [30]. The
lower-dimensional Ricci scalar can be derived from (A.15) or (A.16):
Rp+2 =
1
2
∂φ2 +
p+ 2
p
2Λe−δφ − p+ 2
p
Xd−p−1e
− 2φ
pδ (A.18)
Rp+2 =
1
2
∂φ2 + 2Λe−δφ − d− p− 3
d− p− 1Xd−p−1e
− 2φ
pδ − 2φ
pδ
. (A.19)
Subtracting the two previous equations yields the dilaton equation of motion:
φ = −2δΛe−δφ + 2
pδ
Xd−p−1e
− 2φ
pδ , (A.20)
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identical to that derived from (A.12), while the other combination gives back the trace of
Einstein’s equations.
The metric Ansatz becomes
ds2d+1 = e
−δφds2(p+2) + e
φ
δ
(
2
p
−δ2
)
dX2d−p−1 . (A.21)
We have also defined the lower-dimensional Newton’s constant Gp+2N = G
d+1
N /Vd−p−1, where
Vd−p−1 is the volume of Xd−p−1. The boundary term in (A.12) has no impact on the equa-
tions of motion, but would be important for the computation of the Euclidean action
on-shell. It is exactly compensated by a term coming from the reduction of the Gibbons-
Hawking-York boundary term.
Inspecting both the action (A.12) or the field equations (A.15), (A.20), it is clear that
they are invariant under the exchange
− 2Λ↔ Xd−1 ⇔ ` =↔ RX δ ↔ 2
p
δ (A.22)
where ` is the AdS radius. Such a symmetry of the action and field equations was formerly
noticed in [45], for the special case of metrics with Weyl symmetry.
B Useful hydrodynamics formulæ
The velocity is denoted uµ and is normalized uµu
µ = −1, while indices are raised and
lowered with the Minkowski metric ηµν (we restrict ourselves to the flat boundary case).
As a consequence, all covariant derivatives can be replaced by ordinary partial derivatives.
We define the zeroth- and first-order derivative hydrodynamic data the usual way:
Aµ = uλ∂λuµ − ∂λu
λ
d− 1uµ = aµ −
θ
d− 1uµ, Pµν = ηµν + uµuν . (B.1)
The shear σµν and vorticity ωµν are the symmetric and anti-symmetric traceless pieces of
the gradient of the velocity
σµν = P
κ
µP
λ
ν ∂(κuλ) −
∂ · u
d− 1Pµν , ωµν = P
κ
µP
λ
ν ∂[κuλ] (B.2)
so that the gradient of the velocity can be decomposed as
∂µuν = σµν + ωµν +
Pµνθ
d− 1 − uµaν , θ = ∂ · u , aµ = u · ∂uµ (B.3)
where we also defined the expansion and the acceleration.
To parameterize second-derivative data, the Weyl-invariant formalism of [22] is use-
ful, and we adopt their conventions for the Weyl invariant acceleration Aµ and covariant
derivative:
Aµ = aµ − θuµ
d− 1 , (B.4)
P νµDλσνλ = ∂λσµλ − (d− 1)aλσµλ − σ2uµ , σ2 = σµνσµν , (B.5)
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P νµDλωνλ = ∂λωµλ − (d− 3)aλωµλ + ω2uµ , ω2 = ωµνωµν , (B.6)
uλDλσµν = σ˙µν + θσµν
d− 1 − 2a
λu(µσν)λ . (B.7)
Some of the second-derivative data is not independent:
a˙µ = u
λ∂λaµ =
1
d− 2
(
P νµDλσνλ + P νµDλωνλ
)
+ a2uµ , (B.8)
∂µθ
d− 1 =
1
d− 2
(
P νµDλσνλ + P νµDλωνλ
)
− θ˙uµ
d− 1 + a
λσµλ + a
λωµλ , (B.9)
∂ · a = σ2 − ω2 + θ˙ + θ
2
d− 1 . (B.10)
Finally, the hydrodynamic equations allow to replace temperature derivatives:
∂νb = bAν + 2b2
[
σ2uν
d(d− 1) −
P λν
d
Dµσλµ
]
. (B.11)
C Functions in the fluids/gravity metrics
The functions in section 3 are [22]:
F (br) ≡
∫ ∞
br
yd−1 − 1
y(yd − 1)dy , (C.1)
H1(br) ≡
∫ ∞
br
yd−2 − 1
y(yd − 1)dy , (C.2)
H2(br) ≡
∫ ∞
br
dξ
ξ(ξd − 1)
∫ ξ
1
yd−3dy
[
1 + (d− 1)yF (y) + 2y2F ′(y)] (C.3)
=
1
2
F (br)2 −
∫ ∞
br
dξ
ξ(ξd − 1)
∫ ξ
1
yd−2 − 1
y(yd − 1)dy ,
K1(br) ≡
∫ ∞
br
dξ
ξ2
∫ ∞
ξ
dy y2F ′(y)2 , (C.4)
K2(br) ≡
∫ ∞
br
dξ
ξ2
[
1− ξ(ξ − 1)F ′(ξ)− 2(d− 1)ξd−1 (C.5)
+
(
2(d− 1)ξd − (d− 2)
)∫ ∞
ξ
dy y2F ′(y)2
]
,
L(br) ≡
∫ ∞
br
ξd−1dξ
∫ ∞
ξ
dy
y − 1
y3(yd − 1) . (C.6)
The constants appearing in the horizon location rH and the entropy current are respec-
tively [22],
h1 =
2(d2 + d− 4)
d2(d− 1)(d− 2) −
K2H
d(d− 1) , h2 = −
d+ 2
2d(d− 2) , h3 = −
1
d(d− 1)(d− 2) , (C.7)
and
A1 =
2
d2
(d+ 2)− K1Hd+K2H
d
, A2 = − 1
2d
, (C.8)
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B1 = −2A3 = 2
d(d− 2) , B2 =
1
d− 2 , (C.9)
with
K2H ≡ K2(1) =
∫ ∞
1
dξ
ξ2
[
1− ξ(ξ − 1)F ′(ξ)− 2(d− 1)ξd−1 (C.10)
+
(
2(d− 1)ξd − (d− 2)
)∫ ∞
ξ
dy y2F ′(y)2
]
,
K1Hd+K2H ≡ K1(1)d+K2(1) =
∫ ∞
1
dξ
ξ2
[
1− ξ(ξ − 1)F ′(ξ)− 2(d− 1)ξd−1 (C.11)
+2
(
(d− 1)ξd + 1
)∫ ∞
ξ
dy y2F ′(y)2
]
.
D The fluids/gravity metric in FG coords
We would like to bring the fluid/gravity metric (3.4)–(3.6) from Eddington-Finkelstein (EF)
ds2 = −2uµ dxµ (dr + Vνdxν) + Gµνdxµdxν , (D.1)
to Fefferman-Graham(FG) coordinates
ds2 =
dρ2
4ρ2
+
1
ρ
gµν(ρ, z
λ)dzµdzν , (D.2)
so that reading off the holographic stress-tensor is straightfoward. Letting the EF coor-
dinates be functions of the FG ones,
(
r(ρ, zλ), xµ(ρ, zλ)
)
, yields the following system of
first-order differential equations:
1
4ρ2
= −2uµ∂ρxµ (∂ρr + Vν∂ρxν) + Gµν∂ρxµ∂ρxν , (D.3)
0 = −2uν∂ρxν
(
∂µr + Vλ∂µxλ
)
− 2uν∂µxν
(
∂ρr + Vλ∂ρxλ
)
+ 2Gκλ∂ρxκ∂µxλ,(D.4)
gµν
ρ
= Gκλ∂µxκ∂νxλ − 2uκ∂νxκ
(
∂µr + Vλ∂µxλ
)
. (D.5)
These can be solved order by order. More precisely, at a given order, one only needs to
solve (D.3) and (D.5) to have access to the metric in FG coordinates at that order. The
remaining equation (D.4) only serves as input for the next order. Consequently, we only
evaluate xµ(ρ, zλ) to first order in the gradient expansion, as we only wish to obtain the
metric to second order in derivatives.
The change of EF coordinates (r, xµ) to FG (ρ, zµ) goes like:
r = R0(ρ, z
µ) +R1(ρ, z
µ) +R2(ρ, z
µ) , ξ =
( ρ
b2
) d
2
(D.6)
R0(ρ, z
µ) =
1√
ρ
(
1+
ξ
4
) 2
d
, ∂ρ (R0)=
−R0
√
f
2ρ
, ∂µ (R0)=R0(
√
f−1)∂µb
b
(D.7)
R1(ρ, z
µ) =
R0 kb θ
d− 1 , ∂ρ (kb) =
1
2ρR0
√
f
, ∂µ (kb) =
(
kb − 1
R0
√
f
)
∂µb
b
(D.8)
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∂ρ (R1) =
(1−R0kbf) θ
2ρ
√
f(d− 1) , ∂µ (R1) =
R0kb∂µθ
d− 1 +
(R0kbf − 1)θAµ√
f(d− 1) (D.9)
∂ρ
(
R2
R0
√
f
)
= ∂ρ
[(
X1a +X1θ − k2b
) ω2
4
+
(
X1a −X1θ + k
2
b − 2X1a√
f
)
a2
2
+
(
2X1θ−k2b−
k2b√
f
)
θ˙
2(d−1) +
(
1− 1√
f
)(
X1θ− k
2
b
2
)
θ2
(d−1)2
]
+
(f − 1)
4ρf(d− 1) (2kb + bK2) bσ
2 (D.10)
xµ = zµ − kbuµ +X1aaµ +X1θ θuµ
d− 1 +X
µ
2 (D.11)
∂ρ (X1a) =
√
f +R0kb
2ρR20
√
f
, ∂µ (X1a) =
(
2X1a −
√
f +R0kb
R20
√
f
)
∂µb
b
(D.12)
∂ρ (X1θ) =
R0kb
√
f − 1
2ρR20f
, ∂µ (X1θ) =
(
2X1θ − R0kb
√
f − 1
R20f
)
∂µb
b
(D.13)
∂νx
µ = δνµ−kb∂νuµ−
(
kb− 1
R0
√
f
)
uµ
∂νb
b
+X1a∂νa
µ+X1θ
(
θ∂νu
µ
d−1 +
∂νθu
µ
d−1
)
+aµ∂ν (X1a) +
θuµ
d− 1∂ν (X1θ) . (D.14)
Armed with these definitions, the metric is written in FG coordinates at second order
in derivatives of the velocity and temperature but exactly in ρ (here the index in metric
elements denotes the order in derivatives):
g0µν
ρ
=R20
[
ηµν + (R0b)
−d uµuν
]
, (D.15)
g1µν
ρ
=
2bR20
d
log
(
1− (bR0)−d
)
σµν (D.16)
g2µν
ρ
=R20
(
k2b+2X1a−4bkbF−2b2H1+2b2F 2
)
σµλσ
λ
ν+R
2
0
[(
2X1a−k2b
)−1]ωµλωλν (D.17)
+2R20
(
k2b − 2bkbF + b2H2
)
σλ(µω
λ
ν) + 2R
2
0
(
X1a +X1θ − k2b
) θσµν
d− 1
+2R20
(
X1a − bkbF + b2H2 − b2H1
)
uλDλσµν +R20
[(
2X1a − k2b
)− 1] aµaν
+R20
[
2
R2
R0
+ 2
(
X1a +X1θ − k2b
) θ2
(d− 1)2 +
2X1aθ˙
d− 1 +
2b2σ2
d− 1 (H1 −K1)
]
Pµν
+
[
2 +R20
(
k2b − 2X1a + 2fX1θ − fk2b
)](θu(µaν)
d− 1 +
u(µP
λ
ν)Dκωλκ
d− 2
)
+
[
2 +R20
(
k2b − 2X1a + 2fX1θ − fk2b
)
d− 2 +
4bR0
d
(R0kbf − 1)
+4b2R20(1− f)L
]
u(µP
λ
ν)Dκσλκ +R20
[
2X1a − (1 + f)k2b + 2fX1θ
]
u(µa
λσν)λ
+R20
[−2X1a+k2b+f (2X1θ+4X1a−3k2b)]u(µaλων)λ+[d(f−1)−2f ]R2R0uµuν
+(f−1)ω
2
2
uµuν+
[
d(f−1)R20k2b−2(1+R20fX1θ)
] θ˙uµuν
d−1 +
[
R20 (d(f−1)−4f)
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×
(
X1θ − k
2
b
2
)
− 2
]
θ2uµuν
(d− 1)2 +
4R0(1−R0kbf)
d(d− 1) σ
2uµuν
+(f−1)R20(2bkb+b2K2)
σ2uµuν
(d−1) +
[
R20 (d(f−1)−2f)
(
X1a− k
2
b
2
)
+1
]
a2uµuν .
We may now expand asymptotically in ρ → 0 the metric coefficients above to ex-
tract the holographic stress-tensor. With a view towards the analytic continuation for
d = −1,−2, we also provide some of the subleading powers in ρ (in the metric elements,
the exponent in parentheses is the order in ρ in the FG expansion, the other exponent not
in parentheses the order in derivatives):
g2,(0)µν =ηµν (D.18)
g2,(0<i<d/2)µν =0 (D.19)
bd−2g2,(d/2)µν =
2
d
σµλσ
λ
ν −
4τ
db
σλ(µω
λ
ν) +
2(b− τ)
db
uλDλσµν − 2Pµνσ
2
(−1 + d)d (D.20)
bdg2,(d/2+1)µν =−
σµλσ
λ
ν
2 + d
+
ωµλω
λ
ν
2 + d
+
2
2 + d
σλ(µω
λ
ν) −
2
2 + d
θσµν
d− 1 +
aµaν
2 + d
+
Pµν
2(d+ 2)
[
σ2 − ω2 − d a2 + (d− 2)θ˙
(d− 1) +
(d− 2)θ2
(d− 1)2
]
+
(−2 + d)θu(µaν)
(2 + d)(d− 1)
−
u(µP
λ
ν)Dκωλκ
2 + d
−
u(µP
λ
ν)Dκσλκ
2 + d
+
du(µa
λσν)λ
2 + d
− (4 + d)u(µa
λων)λ
2 + d[
(d− 3)σ2
2(2 + d)
+
(d− 2)
2(2 + d)
(
θ˙ +
θ2
d− 1 − (d+ 1)a
2
)
− (1 + d)ω
2
2(2 + d)
]
uµuν(D.21)
b2d−2g2,(d)µν =
4
d2
σµλσ
λ
ν−
4τ
d2b
σλ(µω
λ
ν) +
2(b−τ)
d2b
uλDλσµν− 5Pµνσ
2
2(−1+d)d2 +
σ2uµuν
2(−1+d)d2(D.22)
b2dg2,(d+1)µν =−
(6 + d)
8(1+d)(2+d)
σµλσ
λ
ν−
(−2 + d)
8(1+d)(2+d)
ωµλω
λ
ν+
3
(1+d)(2+d)
σλ(µω
λ
ν)
− (4 + d)
2(1 + d)(2 + d)
θσµν
d− 1 −
(−6 + d)
8(1 + d)(2 + d)
uλDλσµν − (−2 + d)aµaν
8(1 + d)(2 + d)
+
Pµν
8(1 + d)(2 + d)
[
(d− 2)ω2 + (d− 2)(d− 1) a2 − (d− 3)(d− 2)
(d− 1)
(
θ˙
+
θ2
d−1
)
−(d−6)σ2
]
− (d−2)(2d−1)θu(µaν)
4(d−1)(1+d)(2+d) +
(2d−1)u(µP λν)Dκωλκ
4(1+d)(2+d)
+
(−3+2d)u(µP λν)Dκσλκ
4(1 + d)(2 + d)
− (−2+d)du(µa
λσν)λ
2(1 + d)(2 + d)
+
d(4+d)u(µa
λων)λ
2(1 + d)(2 + d)
+
[(
2+3d+4d2
)
ω2−(6−13d+4d2)σ2−(d−2)(4d−1)(θ˙+ θ2
d−1
)
+(d− 2) (2 + 3d+ 4d2) a2] uµuν
8(1 + d)(2 + d)
(D.23)
b3d−2g2,(3d/2)µν =
(
72− 6d+ d2)
24d3
σµλσ
λ
ν −
(
24− 6d+ d2) τ
12d3b
σλ(µω
λ
ν) +
(d− 6)σ2uµuν
12d3
+
(
24− 6d+ d2) (b− τ)
24d3b
uλDλσµν −
(
36− 8d+ d2)Pµνσ2
24(−1 + d)d3 (D.24)
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g
2,(3d/2+1)
µν
b−3d
=−
(
10 + d+ d2
)
16(1 + d)(2 + d)(2 + 3d)
σµλσ
λ
ν +
(−2 + d)(−1 + d)
16(1 + d)(2 + d)(2 + 3d)
ωµλω
λ
ν
+
(
38− d+ d2)
8(1 + d)(2 + d)(2 + 3d)
σλ(µω
λ
ν) −
3
(
6 + 3d+ d2
)
8(1 + d)(2 + d)(2 + 3d)
θσµν
d− 1
− (−14 + d)
8(1 + d)(2 + d)(2 + 3d)
uλDλσµν + (−2 + d)(−1 + d)aµaν
16(1 + d)(2 + d)(2 + 3d)
+
Pµν
32(1+d)(2+d)(2+3d)
[−3(d−2)(d−1)ω2−(d−2)(d−1)(3d−4) a2
+(−2 + d)(−10 + 3d)
(
θ˙ +
θ2
(d− 1)
)
+
(
38− 17d+ 3d2)σ2]
+
(−2 + d)(−2 + 9d)θu(µaν)
16(1 + d)(2 + d)(2 + 3d)
−
(−1 + d)(−2 + 9d)u(µP λν)Dκωλκ
16(1 + d)(2 + d)(2 + 3d)
−
(−2 + d)(−5 + 9d)u(µP λν)Dκσλκ
16(1 + d)(2 + d)(2 + 3d)
+
9(−2 + d)(−1 + d)u(µaλσν)λ
16(1 + d)(2 + d)(2 + 3d)
−(4 + d)
(
2− 3d+ 9d2)u(µaλων)λ
16(1 + d)(2 + d)(2 + 3d)
−
[
3
(
2 + 7d+ 2d2 + 9d3
)
32(1 + d)(2 + d)(2 + 3d)
ω2
+
(−18+97d−102d2+27d3)
32(1 + d)(2 + d)(2 + 3d)
σ2+
(d−2)(3d−2)(9d−1)
32(1+d)(2+d)(2+3d)
(
θ˙+
θ2
d−1
)
−3(−2 + d)
(
2 + 7d+ 2d2 + 9d3
)
32(1 + d)(2 + d)(2 + 3d)
a2
]
uµuν (D.25)
E The n = 1, 2 cases
E.1 n = 2 in detail
E.1.1 Regularizing the metric
The divergences one encounters in the metric when taking the limit d → −2 are directly
linked to the fact that the various metric elements depend on functions which are them-
selves diverging in this limit. So finiteness of the functions will ensure finiteness of the
metric. As far as the d = −2 case is concerned, one finds that the metric functions
X1a, X1θ, H1, H2,K1,K2, L,R2 need to be regularized (see appendix D for the definition of
these functions). This should be done step by step, as some of these functions enter in the
definition of others. But generically, once all parent functions have been regularized, the
remaining divergence will take the guise of a pole in d = −2 at order 0 in ρ. For instance,
one can look at the expansion of X1a (which is a function entering in the change to FG
gauge, see appendix D) and take the limit d→ −2:
X1a ∼
ρ→0, d→−2
X1a0 − (1 + d)b
2
2(2 + d)
+
b4
6ρ
+ ρ+
b2
4
Log
( ρ
b2
)
+O(d+ 2) . (E.1)
Here, note that we have introduced an arbitrary integration constant X1a0, which is allowed
since X1a is determined by its radial derivative (D.12), and the expansion displays the ad-
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vertised pole. This pole can simply be absorbed in a change of boundary condition, setting
X1a0 =
(1 + d)b2
2(2 + d)
(E.2)
so that
X1a ∼
ρ→0, d→−2
b4
6ρ
+ ρ+
b2
4
log
( ρ
b2
)
+O(d+ 2) . (E.3)
Doing so systematically, one arrives at a finite metric for d = −2 (we work with the reduced,
hatted metric for compactness instead of the tilded one):17
gˆab=ηab
(
1− b
2
2ρ
)
+
b2
ρ
uˆauˆb +
b3
ρ
σˆab +
[
b2 − 5b
4
8ρ
]
ωˆacωˆ
c
b + 2
[
3b2
2
− b
4
ρ
]
σˆc(aωˆb)
c
+
[
3b2
2
− 11b
4
8ρ
]
σˆacσˆb
c +
[
3b2 − 19b
4
8ρ
]
uˆ · Dˆσˆab −
[
3b2 − b
4
2ρ
]
θˆ
3
σˆab +
[
b2 − 5b
4
8ρ
]
aˆaaˆb
+
[(
7b2
2
− 13b
4
8ρ
)(
θˆ2
9
−
˙ˆ
θ
3
)
+
(
3b2
4
− b
4
2ρ
)
ωˆ2 +
(
−2b2 + 5b
4
8ρ
)
aˆ2 − 13b
4
24ρ
σˆ2
]
Pˆab
+b2
[(
5
2
− 17b
2
8ρ
)
σˆ2−
(
5
4
− 9b
2
4ρ
)
ωˆ2−
(
15
2
− 75b
2
8ρ
)(
θˆ2
9
−
˙ˆ
θ
3
)
+
(
3− 3b
2
ρ
)
aˆ2
]
uˆauˆc
−
(
2b2 − 7b
4
4ρ
)
θˆ
3
aˆ(auˆb) +
(
4b2 − 3b
4
ρ
)
aˆcuˆ(bσˆa)c +
(
2b2 − 4b
4
ρ
)
aˆcuˆ(bωˆa)c
+
(
b2
2
− 9b
4
16ρ
)
uˆ(aPˆb)
cDˆdσˆdc +
(
b2
2
− 7b
4
16ρ
)
uˆ(aPˆb)
cDˆdωˆdc +O(ρ−2) . (E.4)
As expected, this metric is finite, but gˆ(0) 6= η, and the stress-tensor (which comes at order
ρ−1) is not in the Landau frame (uˆagˆ(−2)ab 6= 0). Note also that the power 0 and −1 terms
are not the analytic continuation for d = −2 of the powers 0 and d/2 in (D.18) and (D.20).
Subleading powers such as ρd/2+1 and ρd+1 also contribute. One can also check that the
order of limits we take (ρ→ 0 then d→ −2 versus d→ −2 then ρ→ 0) does not matter.
E.1.2 Getting Minkowski on the boundary
In order to bring the order 0 in ρ piece of the metric (E.4) to ηab, we simply need to do a
change of boundary coordinates, and shift
xa → xa − 1
2
Xa2(0) , (E.5)
whereXa20 is the second-derivative, zeroth-power of ρ piece of (E.4). Of course, though (E.5)
means that gˆ(0)ab = ηab, the change of coordinates backreacts on the order ρ
−1 piece and
changes the stress-tensor. One might worry that the original change of coordinates we
did, (D.11), did not yield the Minkowski metric directly. One should remember that the
shift we are doing here is second-order in derivatives, and we have left Xa2 undetermined.
Had we calculated it, it would have contained an arbitrary integration constant in ρ, which
we can always choose as in (E.5).
17To simplify the presentation, we omit a term proportional to log ρ.
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E.1.3 Going to the Landau frame
Implementing (E.5), the term in (E.4) where the stress-tensor appears becomes:
gˆ(−2)ab =
3b2
2
uˆauˆb − b
2
2
Pˆab + b
3σˆab − b
4
8
ωˆacωˆ
c
b − b
4
2
σˆc(aωˆb)
c − 5b
4
8
σˆacσˆb
c − b4 θˆ
3
σˆab
−7b
4
8
uˆ · Dˆσˆab − b
4
8
aˆaaˆb +
[
b4
8
(
θˆ2
9
−
˙ˆ
θ
3
)
− b
4
8
ωˆ2 − 3b
4
8
aˆ2 − 13b
4
24
σˆ2
]
Pˆab
+b2
[
13b2
8
σˆ2 +
3b2
8
ωˆ2 − 15b
2
8
(
θˆ2
9
−
˙ˆ
θ
3
)
+
3b2
2
aˆ2
]
uˆauˆb +
b4θ
4
aˆ(auˆb)
−b4aˆcuˆ(bσˆa)c − 3b4aˆcuˆ(bωˆa)c −
5b4
16
uˆ(aPˆb)
cDˆdσˆdc − 3b
4
16
uˆ(aPˆb)
cDˆdωˆdc , (E.6)
from which it is immediate to see that this is not in the Landau frame. To reach it,18
two steps are needed. First, shift the velocity by a second-derivative correction which will
compensate the terms in (E.6) which have only one leg along the velocity. Then, shift the
temperature to cancel out the terms with two legs along the velocity. In so doing, an extra
contribution proportional to Pˆab comes in, equal to uˆ
auˆbgˆ(−2)ab/3, so that the final result is
gˆ(−2)ab = −
b2
2
Pˆab +
3b2
2
uˆauˆb + b
3σˆab − b
4
8
ωˆacωˆ
c
b − b
4
2
σˆc(aωˆb)
c − 5b
4
8
σˆacσˆb
c −
−7b
4
8
uˆ · Dˆσˆab − b4 θˆ
3
σˆab − b
4
8
aˆaaˆb +
[
−b
4
2
(
θˆ2
9
−
˙ˆ
θ
3
)
+
b4
8
aˆ2
]
Pˆab . (E.7)
In the end, the renormalized, shifted metric reads
gˆab = ηab +
1
ρ
gˆ(−1)ab +O(ρ−2) . (E.8)
From this, one can extract the stress-tensor, see (3.55).
E.2 Renormalized stress-tensor for n = 2
Converting to tilded quantities (which includes a change of sign between u˜a and uˆa, as well
as T˜ab and Tˆab), the renormalized, reduced stress-tensor for d = −2 is:
T˜ab
∣∣∣
d=−2
= P˜ (ηab − 2u˜au˜b)− 2η˜σ˜ab − ζ˜ θ˜P˜ab
+r0η˜
[
σ˜c(aω˜b)
c +
5
4
σ˜acσ˜b
c +
1
4
ω˜acω˜
c
b +
7
4
u˜c∂cσ˜ab +
1
12
θ˜σ˜ab +
1
4
a˜aa˜b
−7
2
a˜cu˜(aσ˜b)c + P˜ab
(
θ˜2
9
−
˙˜
θ
3
− a˜
2
4
)]
+r0ζ˜
[
5
4
θ˜σ˜ab + P˜ab
(
7
˙˜
θ
8
− θ˜
2
3
+
5
8p
θ˜2
)]
, (E.9)
P˜ =
−r20
16piG˜N
, η˜ =
r30
16piG˜N
, ζ˜ = 2η˜
p+ 3
3p
. (E.10)
18This is for convenience, we could as well extract transport coefficients from any other frame.
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E.3 Renormalized stress-tensor for n = 1
Using the procedure outlined in the previous section, the renormalized, reduced stress-
tensor for d = −1 is:
T˜ab
∣∣∣
d=−1
= P˜ (ηab − u˜au˜b)− 2η˜σ˜ab − ζ˜ θ˜P˜ab
+r0η˜
[
13
8
σ˜c(aω˜b)
c +
15
16
σ˜acσ˜b
c +
9
16
ω˜acω˜
c
b +
7
4
u˜c∂cσ˜ab +
9
16
θ˜σ˜ab
+
9
16
a˜aa˜b − 7
2
a˜cu˜(aσ˜b)c + P˜ab
(
− 5
32
ω˜2 − 69
32
σ˜2 +
15
16
θ˜2 − 15
8
˙˜
θ − 3
32
a˜2
)]
+r0ζ˜
[
15
16
θ˜σ˜ab + P˜ab
(
7
8
˙˜
θ − 15
8
θ˜2 +
15(p+ 2)
64p
θ˜2
)]
, (E.11)
P˜ =
−r0
16piG˜N
, η˜ =
r20
16piG˜N
, ζ˜ = η˜
p+ 2
p
. (E.12)
Note that this encompasses the stress-tensor for the black string, which can be obtained
from the previous expression by setting p = 1.
F Fefferman-Graham expansions beyond the stress tensor
In this section units are such that 16piGN = 1 and ` = 1.
Let us consider AAdS space times with flat boundary metrics and in an expansion to
second derivatives. The FG expansion reads
ds2 =
dρ2
4ρ2
+
1
ρ
gµνdx
µdxν
g = g(0) + ρ
d/2g(d/2) + ρ
d/2+1g(d/2+1) + ρ
dg(d) + ρ
d+1g(d+1) + · · ·
(F.1)
with
gµν = ηµν +
ρd/2
d
Tµν − ρ
d/2+1
2d(d+ 2)
Tµν +
ρd
2d2
(
Tµ
σTσν − 1
4(d− 1)TσκT
σκηµν
)
+
ρd+1
2d2(d+ 1)(d+ 2)
[
d− 2
4(d− 1)T
ρσ∂µ∂νTρσ − T ρσ∂σ∂(µTν)ρ −
d
4(d− 1)(∂µTρσ)∂νT
ρσ
− (∂ρT σµ)∂σTρν + T ρσ∂ρ∂σTµν + (∂ρT σ(µ)∂ν)Tρσ − (d+ 1)T ρ(µTν)ρ
+
ηµν
4(d− 1) (dTρσT
ρσ + (∂κTρσ)∂
κT ρσ)
]
+ ρ3d/2T 3 + ρ3d/2+1T 2∂∂T + · · · . (F.2)
Tµν is the boundary stress tensor and it is traceless and conserved. Let us prove the result
above.
The equations determining gµν in (F.1) are:
ρ [2g′′ − 2g′g−1g′ + Tr (g−1g′) g′]− Ric(g)− (d− 2) g′ − Tr (g−1g′) g = 0 , (F.3)
∇µ Tr (g−1g′)−∇νg′µν = 0 , (F.4)
Tr (g−1g′′)− 1
2
Tr (g−1g′g−1g′) = 0 . (F.5)
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Eq. (F.5) implies that the d/2 + 1 term is traceless. Eq. (F.3) is
g(d/2+1) =
1
d+ 2
(
Ric(g(0) + ρ
d/2g(d/2)
)
ρd/2
= − 1
2d(d+ 2)
Tµν . (F.6)
Now we compute the trace of the d term:
Tr
(
η−1g(d)
)
=
1
d(d− 1)
[
d2
8
Tr
(
η−1g(d/2)η−1g(d/2)
)
+
d
2
(
d
2
− 1
)
Tr(η−1g(d/2)η−1g(d/2))
]
=
3d− 4
8d2(d− 1)TρσT
ρσ . (F.7)
Eq. (F.3) gives
g(d) =
1
d2
(
d2
2
g(d/2)η
−1g(d/2) + dTr
(
η−1g(d)
)
η − d
2
Tr
(
η−1g(d/2)η−1g(d/2)
)
η
)
=
1
2d2
(
Tµ
ρTρν − 1
4(d− 1)TρσT
ρσηµν
)
. (F.8)
Now we look at the (d+ 1) term. From (F.5) we determine its trace by collecting the
ρd+1 terms:
Tr(η−1g(d+1)) =
1
2(d+ 1)
[(
d
2
+ 1
)
Tr
(
g( d2 )
η−1g( d2 +1)η
−1
)
+
(
d
2
−1
)
Tr
(
g( d2 +1)
η−1g( d2 )η
−1
)
+
(
d
2
+1
)
Tr
(
η−1g( d2 )η
−1g( d2 +1)
)]
= − 3d+ 2
8d2(d+ 1)(d+ 2)
T ρσTρσ .
(F.9)
Now we examine (F.3) at the order ρd. Relevant contributions are as follows:
−2 (g′g−1g′)
µν
= · · · − ρd−1d
(
d
2
+ 1
)[
g( d2 +1)µσ
ησρg( d2 )ρν
+ g( d2 )µσ
ησρg( d2 +1)ρν
]
+ · · ·
= · · ·+ ρ
d−1
2d
Tρ(µTν)ρ + · · · (F.10)
and
−Tr(g−1g′)gµν = · · ·+ ρd(d+ 1)
[
Tr
(
η−1g( d2 )η
−1g( d2 +1)
)
ηµν − Tr(η−1g(d+1))ηµν
]
+ · · ·
= · · · − ρ
d
8d2
TρσT ρσηµν + · · · (F.11)
The equation for gd+1 becomes:
g(d+1) =
1
(d+ 1)(d+ 2)
(
1
ρ
Ric(g) +
1
ρ
Tr(g−1g)g + 2g′g−1g′
)
ρd−1
, (F.12)
where we have to collect the ρd−1 contribution of the rhs.
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There remains to compute the Ricci tensor at the relevant order. There are two terms
contributing to it at order ρd, one coming from g2d/2 and one coming from gd. Both of them
can be treated as perturbations of flat space (second and first order respectively). Formulæ
4.4.51 and 4.4.4 of Wald [46] are relevant with γ = g(d/2) and γ = g(d) respectively.
Thus,
Ric(g)µν = · · ·+ ρd
[
1
2
gρσ(d/2)∂µ∂νg(d/2)ρσ − gρσ(d/2)∂ρ∂(µg(d/2)ν)σ
+
1
4
(∂µg(d/2)ρσ)∂νg
ρσ
(d/2) + (∂
ρgσ(d/2)ν)∂[ρg(d/2)σ]µ
+
1
2
gρσ(d/2)∂ρ∂σg(d/2)µν
+ ∂ρ∂(νg(d)µ)ρ −
1
2
g(d)µν −
1
2
∂µ∂νTr(η
−1g(d))
]
+ · · · ,
(F.13)
where indices are raised with ηµν and we used that ∂µg(d/2)µν = 0 and η
µνg(d/2)µν = 0. We
get
Ric(g)µν = · · ·+ ρ
d
2d2
[
d− 2
4(d− 1)T
ρσ∂µ∂νTρσ − T ρσ∂σ∂(µTν)ρ
− d
4(d− 1)(∂µTρσ)∂νT
ρσ − (∂ρT σµ)∂σTρν
+ T ρσ∂ρ∂σTµν + (∂
ρT σ(µ)∂ν)Tρσ − T ρ(µTν)ρ
+
ηµν
4(d− 1) (TρσT
ρσ + (∂κTρσ)∂
κT ρσ)
]
+ · · · .
(F.14)
The result of adding everything up in (F.12) gives the result (F.2).
G FG expansion for d = −2
In this section units are such that 16piGN = 1 and ` = 1.
We record here the equivalent expansion for the d = −2 (n = 2) case. Logs will appear.
We will make the assumption that we are in a weak field region, namely that the metric
reads ηAB + corrections. In particular this will require that the logs have a certain size,
and the range of ρ for which this will hold is not arbitrarily large. Let us discuss this in
some detail.
We sit at a coordinate distance ρ from the object sourcing the gravitational field, which
is characterized by an energy density r20. The object is not homogeneous on the scale λ.
We are in the long-wavelength expansion, meaning that
r0  λ . (G.1)
Consider the range of ρ satisfying
r20
λ2
log ρ r
2
0
ρ
 1 . (G.2)
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In this regime we can expand the metric a` la FG
ds2 =
dρ2
4ρ2
+
1
ρ
[
ηµν +
1
ρ
Tµν + log ρTµν +
1
ρ2
(
T 2
)
µν
+
log ρ
ρ
(T∂∂T )µν + . . .
]
dxµdxν
(G.3)
were the regime of ρ (G.2) is such that each term in this expansion is subdominant with
respect to the previous one. When the separation between r0 and λ is parametric as in a
derivative expansion, (G.2) is satisfied over a parametrically large range of ρ (but not for
ρ→∞).
Solving the equations (F.3)–(F.5) for d = −2 order by order in ρ (and assuming (G.2))
we find:
ds2 =
dρ2
4ρ2
+
1
ρ
[
ηµν − 1
2ρ
Tµν +
log ρ
8
Tµν +
1
8ρ2
(
Tµ
σTσν +
1
12
TσκT
σκηµν
)
+ `(ρ) (T∂∂T )µν + . . .
]
dxµdxν
(G.4)
with an ‘unreduced’ Tµν :
T2µν = σκ(µων)
κ+
5
4
σµκσν
κ+
1
4
ωµκω
κ
ν+
7
4
uλDλσµν+
2
3
θσµν+
1
4
aµaν+Pµν
(
θ2
9
− θ˙
3
− a
2
4
)
(G.5)
Let us call the term multiplying `(ρ), which is the analogous term to gd+1 before, Lµν .
Eq. (F.5) gives the equation for its trace
`′′(ρ)Tr(η−1L) = −1
8
log ρ− 1
ρ3
T σκTσκ. (G.6)
Solving for ` we find
` =
log ρ+ 1/2
ρ
, (G.7)
which actually means that `(ρ)Lµν has two contributions:
`(ρ)Lµν =
log ρ
ρ
L0µν +
1
2ρ
L1µν (G.8)
and they satisfy
ηµνL0µν = η
µνL1µν = −
1
16
TµνTµν . (G.9)
Eq. (F.3) fixes L0 completely but leaves L1 free (as this of the same type than the stress
tensor). The result in eq. (F.2) is essentially valid:
L0µν = −
1
16
[
1
3
T ρσ∂µ∂νTρσ − T ρσ∂σ∂(µTν)ρ −
1
6
(∂µTρσ)∂νT
ρσ
− (∂ρT σµ)∂σTρν + T ρσ∂ρ∂σTµν + (∂ρT σ(µ)∂ν)Tρσ + T ρ(µTν)ρ
− ηµν
12
(−2TρσT ρσ + (∂κTρσ)∂κT ρσ)
]
.
(G.10)
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If we now decide to call the stress tensor all contributions at the order 1/ρ, we find
that (G.9) changes the tracelessness condition to:
Tµµ =
1
16
T ρσTρσ (G.11)
which has the looks of some sort of conformal anomaly.
At d = −2 this becomes
TµνTµν =
b4
4
[
4a2 − 4
3
θ2 + 5σ2 − ω2 + 4θ˙
]
. (G.12)
This new Tµν receiving this traceful second derivative correction obeys a set of effective
equations of motion, that can be derived by collecting the ρ−2 term of eq. (F.4). They are,
schematically, of the form
∂ · T = ∂(T∂∂T ) . (G.13)
At order 1/ρ2, we get:
Tr
(
g−1g′
)
= · · ·+ 1
32ρ2
T κσTκσ + . . . , (G.14)
and
∇νg′µν = · · ·+
1
2ρ2
∂νTµν +
1
ρ2
∂νL0µν +
1
16ρ2
T ρν∂ρTµν +
1
32ρ2
(T ρσ)∂µTρσ + . . . . (G.15)
Collecting in eq. (F.4):
∂νTµν + 2∂
νL0µν +
1
8
T ρν∂ρTµν − 1
16
T κσ∂µTκσ = 0 , (G.16)
which simplifies to
∂νTµν − 1
8
T νρ∂µTνρ +
1
8
T νρ∂ρTνµ − 1
8
∂ρTµνTνρ = 0 . (G.17)
In terms of the (p+ 1)-dimensional stress tensor they read
∂bT˜ab +
1
8
(
T˜ bc∂aT˜bc − 1
p+ 3
T˜ b b∂aT˜ c c
)
− 1
8
T˜ bc∂cT˜ba +
1
8
∂cT˜ abT˜bc = 0 , (G.18)
where we took into account the sign flip in the stress tensor induced by the map and that
in the term in parenthesis the compact directions in the KK reduction play a role.
H FG expansion for d = −1
In this section units are such that 16piGN = 1 and ` = 1.
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Pretty much as in the previous section, we record here the special case d = −1. Same
introductory considerations about the range of ρ apply.
gµν = ηµν − ρ−1/2Tµν + ρ
1/2
2
Tµν +
ρ−1
2
(
Tµ
σTσν +
1
8
TσκT
σκηµν
)
+
log ρ
2
[
3
8
T ρσ∂µ∂νTρσ − T ρσ∂σ∂(µTν)ρ −
1
8
(∂µTρσ)∂νT
ρσ − (∂ρT σµ)∂σTρν
+ T ρσ∂ρ∂σTµν + (∂
ρT σ(µ)∂ν)Tρσ −
ηµν
8
(−TρσT ρσ + (∂κTρσ)∂κT ρσ)
]
− ρ
−3/2
6
(
Tµ
ρTρ
σTσν +
7
16
T ρσTρσTµν
)
+ `(ρ)T 2∂∂T . . .
(H.1)
The equation for the trace of the T 2∂∂T term becomes:
`′′(ρ)Tr(T 2∂∂T ) =
3
32
(
−1 + 1
2
log ρ
)
ρ−5/2
[
Tµν∂µT
ρσ∂νTρσ − 8Tµν∂µT ρσ∂ρTνσ
+ 8Tµ
ν∂ρTµσ∂σTνρ + 8T
µρT σν∂ρ∂σTµν − 11TµνT ρσ∂ρ∂σTµν
]
− 3
16
ρ−5/2 TµρTρνTµν ,
(H.2)
and its solution is
`(ρ)Tr(T 2∂∂T ) =
1
8
(
1
3
+
1
2
log ρ
)
ρ−1/2
[
Tµν∂µT
ρσ∂νTρσ − 8Tµν∂µT ρσ∂ρTνσ
+ 8Tµ
ν∂ρTµσ∂σTνρ + 8T
µρT σν∂ρ∂σTµν − 11TµνT ρσ∂ρ∂σTµν
]
− 1
4
ρ−1/2 TµρTρνTµν ,
(H.3)
The terms proportional to ρ−1/2 are a contribution to the trace of the stress tensor:
ηµνTµν = − 1
24
[
Tµν∂µT
ρσ∂νTρσ − 8Tµν∂µT ρσ∂ρTνσ + 8Tµν∂ρTµσ∂σTνρ
+ 8TµρT σν∂ρ∂σTµν − 11TµνT ρσ∂ρ∂σTµν
]
+
1
4
Tµ
ν∂ρTµσ∂σTνρ
=
b3
8
(
6 a2 − 15 θ2 + 30 θ˙ + 42σ2 − 2ω2
)
.
(H.4)
This agrees with the trace of the stress tensor (E.11)
T2µν =
13
16
(σµκων
κ + σνκωµ
κ) +
15
16
σµκσν
κ +
9
16
ωµκω
κ
ν +
7
4
uλDλσµν +
23
16
θσµν
+
9
16
aµaν + Pµν
(
− 5
32
ω2 − 69
32
σ2 +
15
16
θ2 − 15
8
θ˙ − 3
32
a2
)
(H.5)
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The effective equation of motion the stress tensor satisfies is
∂µT
µ
ν +
1
4
TµρTµ
σ∂ρTνσ +
1
2
TµρT σκ∂µρσTνκ − 37
48
TµρT σκ∂νµρTσκ
+
1
3
Tµρ T σκ∂νµσTρκ − 1
2
Tµρ∂µTν
σ Tρσ +
1
4
Tµρ∂µTρ
σ Tνσ +
11
24
Tµρ∂µT
σκ ∂νρTσκ
− 4
3
Tµρ∂µT
σκ ∂νσTρκ + T
µρ∂µT
σκ ∂σκTνρ +
1
4
Tµρ∂νTµ
σ Tρσ − 13
48
Tµρ∂νT
σκ ∂µρTσκ
+
7
6
Tµρ∂νT
σκ ∂µσTρκ − 37
48
Tµρ∂νT
σκ ∂σκTµρ +
7
6
Tµρ∂σTµ
κ ∂νκTρσ
− 1
3
Tµρ∂σTµ
κ ∂νρTσκ − Tµρ∂σTµ κ ∂ρκTνσ + 1
32
Tµρ∂σTµρTνσ − 1
2
Tµρ∂σTν
κ ∂µκTρσ
− 1
2
Tµρ∂σTν
κ ∂µρTσκ +
1
2
Tµρ∂σTν
κ ∂µσTρκ − 3
8
Tµρ∂σTν
κ ∂σκTµρ +
1
2
Tν
µ∂µT
ρσ Tρσ
− 1
2
Tν
µ∂ρTµ
σ Tρσ − 1
4
Tν
µ∂ρT σκ ∂µρTσκ +
1
8
∂µTν
ρ ∂µT
σκ ∂ρTσκ
− 1
2
∂µTν
ρ ∂µT
σκ ∂σTρκ − 1
2
∂µTν
ρ ∂ρT
σκ ∂σTµκ + ∂
µTν
ρ ∂σTµ
κ ∂κTρσ
− 1
48
∂µT ρσ ∂κTρσ ∂νTµκ +
1
6
∂µT ρσ ∂νTµ
κ ∂ρTκσ − 5
12
∂νT
µρ ∂σTµ
κ ∂κTρσ = 0 ,
(H.6)
and the relevant terms for the GL dispersion relation are
0 = ∂µT
µ
ν +
1
4
TµρTµ
σ∂ρTνσ
+
1
2
TµρT σκ∂µρσTνκ − 37
48
TµρT σκ∂νµρTσκ +
1
3
TµρT σκ∂νµσTρκ ,
(H.7)
which in terms of the reduced stress tensor read:
∂aT˜
a
b +
1
4
T˜ acT˜a
d∂cT˜bd +
1
2
T˜ acT˜ de∂acdT˜be
− 37
48
T˜ ac
(
T˜ de∂bacT˜de − 1
p+ 2
T˜ d d∂bacT˜
e
e
)
+
1
3
T˜ acT˜ de∂badT˜ce = 0 ,
(H.8)
where we needed to use the fact that for the term in brackets the compact directions also
play a role.
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